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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Transportation, Infrastructure, Energy & Environment Committee 

FROM: 	 .lJ Michael Faden, Senior Legislative Attorney 
'\'" Amanda Mihill, Legislative Attorney 

SUBJECT: Worksession 3: Bill 35-12, Trees Tree Canopy Conservation 

Bill 35-12, Trees Tree Canopy Conservation, sponsored by the Council President at the 
request of the County Executive, was introduced on November 27, 2012. A public hearing was 
held on January 17, 2013, along with Bill 41-12 (see selected testimony, ©29-54). 
Transportation, Infrastructure, Energy and Environment Committee worksessions were held on 
January 28 and February 25. 

Bill 35-12 would: 
• 	 establish procedures, standards, and requirements to minimize the loss and 

disturbance of tree canopy as a result ofdevelopment; 
• 	 provide for mitigation when tree canopy is lost or disturbed; 
• 	 establish a fund for tree canopy conservation projects, including plantings of 

individual trees, groups of trees, or forests, on private and public property; and 
• 	 generally revise County law regarding tree canopy conservation. 

At the first worksession Executive branch staff presented an overview of Bill 35-12 and 
the issues it raises, and answered Committee members' questions. (See Executive staff 
presentation, ©63-96.) The Committee did not take any further action on this Bill at that 
worksession. At the second worksession, Executive branch staff updated the Committee on 
discussions they have had with various stakeholders on key issues. Major policy issues raised in 
testimony and other correspondence are addressed below. Council staff will cover more detailed 
and technical issues in the memo for the next worksession. 

Circle numbers from 29-101 may be cited in this memo but are not included in it. They 
are included in the February 25 Committee packet. which Committee members should bring to 
this worksession. This was done to save a few trees. 



Issues for Committee Discussion 

How do other jurisdictions handle tree canopy protections? At the February 25 worksession, 
Committee members asked Executive staff to research other jurisdictions that have tree canopy 
laws and compare them to Bill 35-12. The response from DEP staff is on ©146-158. As DEP 
staff noted when it transmitted this material: 

This was not any easy task due to the wide variability and complexity of laws in other 
jurisdictions (imagine someone trying to interpret our Forest Conservation Law, which 
still sometimes confuses County staff). However, we hope this gives an indication that 
(1) other jurisdictions have enacted tree protection programs and (2) the approach to 
doing this varies greatly. 

DEP staff also transmitted a USDA Forest Service Study on urban tree canopy retention (see 
©136-145). DEP staff noted that: 

This study analyzed the recent change in the urban tree canopy in 20 jurisdictions across 
the country. Clearly, some of the results of this study would not be applicable to more 
rural areas of the County, but I think it is applicable in the more urbanized areas (which 
are increasing). The conclusion notes "Despite various and likely limited tree planting 
and protection campaigns, tree cover tends to be on the decline in U.S. cities while 
impervious cover is on the increase. While these individual campaigns are helping to 
increase or reduce the loss of urban tree cover, more widespread, comprehensive and 
integrated programs that focus on sustaining overall tree canopy may be needed to help 
reverse the trend of declining tree cover in cities." 

Is the regulatory approach outlined in Bill 35-12 an appropriate way to manage the County's 
tree canopy? Many organizations and speakers questioned different aspects of the regulatory 
approach behind Bill 35-12. For instance, Renewing Montgomery and Kenneth Bawer argued 
that if the County's goal is to retain tree canopy, the law should apply to all property owners 
regardless of whether they need a sediment control pennit. The Maryland National Capital 
Building Industry Association (BIA) and attorney Timothy Dugan argued that properties that are 
subject to the forest conservation law should not be subject to a tree canopy law. 

Committee members may wish to discuss the following questions with Executive staff and other 
stakeholders: 

• 	 Proposed §55-9(a) (see ©12, lines 279-283) provides that the objective of the bill is 
to retain existing trees and that "every reasonable effort should be made to minimize 
the cutting or clearing of trees and other woody plants ... " Is this language intended 
to be a broad policy goal, or is it intended to function as a substantive regulatory 
standard? 

• 	 Why does Bill 35-12 apply only to properties that must obtain a sediment control 
pennit? Why not apply the Bill to all properties? Or trigger the restrictions after a 
particular amount of tree canopy is disturbed? 

• 	 How would this Bill overlap the forest conservation law? Will most properties that 
are subject to the forest conservation law also be subject to the tree canopy law? 
Should properties subject to the forest conservation law be exempt from the tree 
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canopy law? Under Bill 35-12, any tree canopy that is identified as part of a forest in 
a natural resources inventory/forest stand delineation and subject to a forest 
conservation plan would not have to pay mitigation fees. 

• 	 Bill 35-12 would not require replacing tree canopy where it is removed (i.e., the bill 
does not require on-site replacement when possible). Should it? 

• 	 Bill 35-12 would set a fee based on all canopy within the limits of disturbance, 
regardless of how much canopy is actually removed. Should the fee structure be set 
according to how much canopy is removed? 

Should Bill 35-12 set canopy goals? Many organizations, including Conservation Montgomery 
and West Montgomery County Citizens Association, urged that Bill 35-12 be amended to 
include specific tree canopy goals. Some individuals suggested establishing a no-net loss tree 
canopy goal; other organizations suggested setting a countywide goal of 55%, with a minimum 
goal of40% in all areas evaluated in a county tree canopy assessment. 

What is the appropriate fee level? Bill 35-12 would require the payment of a mitigation fee set 
by Method 3 regulation. The fee would not be applied to the first 5% of the area of tree canopy 
disturbed and, as already mentioned, would not apply to canopy subject to forest conservation 
law restrictions. When Committee members pressed for proposed fee levels, DEP staff offered a 
fee scale based on the forest conservation law's fee-in-lieu payment ($1.05 at 40,000 square feet) 
(see © 128-135). Some environmental groups, including Conservation Montgomery, urged DEP 
to set a fee that is high enough to provide incentives to save trees or cover the cost of 
replacement. The Planning Board was concerned that Bill 35-12 does not set a specific 
mitigation rate. 

What mitigation credits should be available? Some environmental organizations and 
representatives of the building community seem to agree in theory regarding credits for on-site 
planting. Conservation Montgomery recommended a 25% canopy fee credit for trees replanted 
on site (the higher the fee, the higher the level of credit that should be allowed) and a tree 
protection credit for unusual efforts to save trees on site. Larry Cafritz said that there should be 
an appreciable credit for homeowners to replant onsite. The Planning Board argued for a credit 
for protecting individual trees and their critical root zone and for replanting on site. 
Additionally, BIA expressed concerns that Bill 35-12 does not include a credit for stormwater 
management structures that builders install on lots to capture stormwater. These structures can 
impact trees. 

Just before this memo went to print, DEP staff submitted an outline of a potential credit program 
for tree protection and tree planting (see ©159-161). 

Should the Parks Department be exempt from Bill 35-12? The County Planning Board and 
many environmental organizations raised a concern that Bill 35-12 would not exempt the Parks 
Department from its requirements. As Board Chair Carrier noted in her letter on ©31-32, many 
park capital projects involve work under tree canopy and the Department strives to avoid, 
minimize, and mitigate the negative effects of park projects on native tree canopy. At the 
February 25 worksession, Executive staff noted that although they were willing to amend Bill 
35-12 to assure that the fee the Parks Department pays would be directed back to the Parks 
system, they concluded that the Parks Department should not be exempt entirely from the bill. 
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What other exemptions should be allowed? Several organizations or individuals requested 
certain exemptions from the Bill's requirements: 

• 	 As drafted, Bill 35-12 would exempt any tree nursery activity performed with an 
approved Soil Conservation and Water Quality Plan (see ©6, line 121-123). The Soil 
Conservation District and the Agricultural Advisory Committee would broaden this 
exemption to include any agricultural or conservation activity performed with an 
approved Soil Conservation and Water Quality Plan (see ©112-115). 

• 	 Bill 35-12 would exempt any non-coal surface mining conducted in accordance with 
applicable state law (see ©7, lines 149-150). Tri-State Stone and Building Supply 
requested the Council to amend the law to specifically exclude quarry operations (see 
letter from Linowes and Blocher, ©119-121). 

Other issues for Committee consideration 
• 	 Tree Conservation Fund Environmental and builder representatives raised concerns about 

the Tree Conservation Fund. Conservation Montgomery and Ashton Manor 
Environmental urged that the Bill be amended to assure that the fund is not used for 
salaries and other administrative expenses. 

• 	 Should onsite inspections be required? Conservation Montgomery and Neighbors of the 
Northwest Branch urged the Bill to require onsite inspections using existing Permitting 
Services inspection processes. 

• 	 Which ifany projects should be grandfathered? Both attorney Timothy Dugan and Larry 
Cafritz requested that Bill 35-12 grandfather existing projects. The Bill does not 
specifically provide when it would take effect or how it would apply to projects that filed 
applications for sediment control permits or forest conservation law approvals before the 
Bill takes effect. 

This packet contains: Circle # 
Bill 35-12 1 
Legislative Request Report 19 
Memo from County Executive 20 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 22 

In February 25 Committee packet 
Selected testimony and correspondence 29 
Executive staffpresentation 63 
County Attorney opinion 97 

In this packet 
More selected testimony and correspondence 102 
Revised Executive staff presentation with proposed fee levels 122 
USDA Forest Service Study on urban tree canopy 136 
Summaries of selected tree laws in other jurisdictions 146 
DEP outline of potential credit program 159 
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Bill No. 35-12 
Concerning: Trees - Tree Canopy 

Conservation 
Revised: 10/25/2012 Draft No. 1 
Introduced: November 27, 2012 
Expires: May 27,2014 
Enacted: __________ 
Executive: _________ 
Effective: __,---_______ 
Sunset Date: -'-'-""-'-"'--,---,---____ 
ChI __, Laws of Mont. Co. ___ 

COUNTY COUNCIL 
FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND 

By: Council President at the Request of the County Executive 

AN ACT to: 
(1) save, maintain, and establish tree canopy for the benefit of County residents and 

future generations; 
(2) maximize tree canopy retention and establishment; 
(3) establish procedures, standards, and requirements to mmlmlze the loss and 

disturbance of tree canopy as a result of development; 
(4) provide for mitigation when tree canopy is lost or disturbed; 
(5) establish a fund for tree canopy conservation projects, including plantings of 

individual trees, groups oftrees, or forests, on private and public property; and 
(6) generally revise County law regarding tree canopy conservation. 

By adding 
Montgomery County Code 
Chapter 55, Tree Canopy Conservation 
Sections 55-1, 55-2, 55-3, 55-4, 55-5,55-6,55-7,55-8,55-9,55-10,55-11,55-12,55-13 and 

55-14. 

Boldface Heading or defined term. 
Underlining Added to existing law by original bill. 
[Single boldface brackets] Deletedfrom existing law by original bill 
Double underlining Addedby amendment. 
[[Double boldface brackets]] Deletedfrom existing law or the bill by amendment 
* * * Existing law unqffected by bill 

The County Council for Montgomery County, Maryland approves the following 
Act: 
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BILL No. 35-12 

Sec. 1. Chapter 55 is added as follows: 

Article 1. Purpose and General Provisions. 

55-1. Short title. 

This Chapter may be cited as the Montgomery County Tree Canopy 

Conservation Law. 

55-2. Findings and purpose. 

ill 	 Findings. The County Council finds that trees and tree canopy 

constitute important natural resources. Trees filter groundwater, 

reduce surface runoff, help alleviate flooding, and supply necessary 

habitat for wildlife. They cleanse the air, offset the heat island effects 

of urban development, and reduce energy needs. They improve the 

quality of life in communities Qy providing for recreation, 

compatibility between different land uses, and aesthetic appeal. The 

Council finds that tree and tree canopy loss as ~ result of development 

and other land disturbing activities is ~ serious problem in the County. 

® 	 Purpose. The purposes of this Chapter are to: 

ill save, maintain, and establish tree canopy for the benefit of 

County residents and future generations; 

ill maximize tree canopy retention and establishment; 

ill establish procedures, standards, and requirements to minimize 

the loss and disturbance of tree canopy as ~ result of 

development; 

@ provide for mitigation when tree canopy is lost or disturbed; 

and 
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BILL No. 35-12 

25 ill establish ~ fund for tree canopy conservation projects, including 

26 plantings of individual trees, groups of trees, or forests, on 

27 private and public property. 

28 55-3. Definitions. 

29 In this Chapter, the following terms have the meanings indicated: 

30 Critical Root Zone means the minimum area beneath f! tree. The critical 

31 root zone is typically represented .Qy ~ concentric circle centering on the tree 

32 trunk with f! radius equal in feet to 1.5 times the number of inches of the 

33 trunk diameter. 

34 Development plan means f! plan or an amendment to f! plan approved under 

35 Division 59-D-1 of Chapter 59. 

36 Director of Environmental Protection means the Director of the 

37 Department of Environmental Protection or the Director's designee. 

38 Director of Permitting Services means the Director of the Department of 

39 Permitting Services or the Director's designee. 

40 Forest conservation plan means ~ plan approved under Chapter 22A. 

41 Forest stand delineation means the collection and presentation of data on 

42 the existing vegetation on f! site proposed for development or land disturbing 

43 activities. 

44 Land disturbing activity means any earth movement or land change which 

45 may result in soil erosion from water or wind or the movement of sediment 

46 into County waters or onto County lands, including tilling, clearing, grading, 

47 excavating, stripping, stockpiling, filling, and related activities, and covering 

48 land with an impermeable material. 

49 Limits of disturbance means ~ clearly designated area III which land 

50 disturbance is planned to occur. 

G) 
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BILL No. 35-12 

51 Limits of tree canopy disturbance means all areas within the limits of 

52 disturbance where tree canopy or forest exists. 

53 Lot means ~ tract of land, the boundaries of which have been established Qy 

54 subdivision of ~ larger parcel, and which will not be the subject of further 

55 subdivision, as defined Qy Section 50-1, without an approved forest stand 

56 delineation and forest conservation plan. 

57 Mandatory referral means the required review Qy the Planning Board of 

58 projects or activities to be undertaken Qy government agencies or private and 

59 public utilities under Section 20-302 of the Land Use Article of the 

60 Maryland Code. 

61 Natural resources inventory means ~ collection and presentation of data on 

62 the existing natural and environmental information on ~ site and the 

63 surrounding area proposed for development and land disturbing activities. 

64 Person means: 

65 W To the extent allowed Qy law, any agency or instrument of the federal 

66 government, the state, any county, municipality, or other political 

67 subdivision of the state, or any of their units; 

68 ® An individual, receiver, trustee, guardian, executor, administrator, 

69 fiduciary, or representative of any kind; 

70 i£) Any partnership, finn, common ownership community or other 

71 homeowners' association, public or private corporation, or any of their 

72 affiliates or subsidiaries; or 

73 @ Any other entity .. 

74 Planning Board means the Montgomery County Planning Board of the 

75 Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission, or the Planning 

76 Board's designee. 

G 
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BILL No, 35-12 

77 Planning Director means the Director of the Montgomery County Planning 

78 Department or the Director's designee. 

79 Preliminary plan of subdivision means !! plan for !! proposed subdivision 

80 or resubdivision prepared and submitted for approval Qy the Planning Board 

81 under Chapter 50 before preparation of!! subdivision plat. 

82 Project plan means !! plan or an amendment to !:! plan approved under 

83 Division 59-D-2 of Chapter 59. 

84 Public utility means any water company, sewage disposal company, electric 

85 company, gas company, telephone company, or cable service provider. 

86 Qualified professional means !:! licensed forester, licensed landscape 

87 architect, or other qualified professional who meets all of the requirements 

88 under Section 08.19.06.01A of the Code of Maryland Regulations or any 

89 successor regulation. 

90 Retention means the deliberate holding and protecting of existing trees and 

91 forests on the site. 

92 Sediment control permit means!! permit required to be obtained for certain 

93 land disturbing activities under Chapter 19. 

94 Site means any tract, lot, or parcel of land, or combination of tracts, lots, or 

95 parcels of land, under !! single ownership, or contiguous and under .diverse 

96 ownership, where development is performed as part of !! unit, subdivision, or 

97 project. 

98 Site plan means !! plan or an amendment to !:! plan approved under Division 

99 59-D-3 of Chapter 59. 

100 Special exception means!! use approved under Article 59-G of Chapter 59. 

101 Subwatershed means the total drainage area contributing runoff to !:! single 

102 point, and generally refers to the 8-digit hydrologic unit codes. 
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Bill NO. 35-12 

103 Technical Manual means ~ detailed guidance document adopted under 


104 Section 55-13 and used to administer this Chapter. 


105 Tree means ~ large, woody plant having one or several self-supporting 


106 stems or trunks and numerous branches that can grow to ~ height of at least 


107 20 feet at maturity. Tree includes the critical root zone. 


108 Tree canopy means the area of one or many crowns of the trees on ~ site 


109 including trees in forested areas. 


110 Tree Canopy Conservation Fund means ~ special fund maintained ~ the 


111 County to be used as specified in Section 55-14. 


112 Tree canopy cover means the combined area of the crowns of all trees on the 


113 site, including trees in forested areas. 


114 Tree canopy cover layer means the Geographic Information System (GIS) 


115 layer, or shape file, that contains polygons outlining the aerial extent of tree 


116 canopy in the County or any portion of the County. 


117 55-4. Applicability. 


118 Except as otherwise provided under Section 55-5, this Chapter applies to any 


119 person required ~ law to· obtain ~ sediment control permit. 


120 55-5. Exemptions. 


121 This Chapter does not apply to: 


122 (ill any tree nursery activity performed with an approved Soil Conservation 


123 and Water Quality Plan as defined in Section 19-48; 


124 ® any commercial logging or timber harvesting operation with an 


125 approved exemption from the requirements under Article II of Chapter 


126 22A; 


127 !£) cutting or clearing trees in ~ public utility right-of-way for the 


128 construction or modification of electric generation facilities approved 


129 under the Maryland Code Public Utilities Article if: 
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BILL No. 35-12 

130 ill the person cutting or clearing the trees has obtained ~ certificate 

131 of public convenience and necessity required under Sections 7

132 207 and 7-208 of the Public Utilities Article; and 

133 ill the cutting or clearing of forest or tree canopy is conducted so as 

134 to minimize the loss ofboth; 

135 @ routine maintenance or emergency repairs of any facility located in 

136 public utility rights-of-way; 

137 ill routine or emergency maintenance of an existing stonnwater 

138 management facility, including an existing access road, if the person 

139 perfonning the maintenance has obtained all required pennits; 

140 .en any stream restoration proj ect if the person perfonning the work has 

141 obtained all necessary pennits; 

142 {g} the cutting or clearing any tree !2y an existing airport currently operating 

143 with all applicable pennits to comply with applicable provisions of any 

144 federal law or regulation governing the obstruction of navigable 

145 airspace if the Federal Aviation Administration has determined that the 

146 trees create ~ hazard to aviation; 

147 {h} cutting or clearing any tree to comply with applicable provisions of any 

148 federal, state, or local law governing the safety of dams; or 

149 ill any non-coal surface mining conducted in accordance with applicable 

150 state law. 

151 Article 2. Tree Canopy Conservation Requirements, Procedures, and 

152 Approvals. 

153 55-6. Tree Canopy =General. 

154 ill Submissions. A person that is subject to this Chapter must submit to 

155 either the Director of Pennitting Services or the Planning Director the 

156 following infonnation on the amount of disturbance of tree canopy. 

(j) 
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BILL No. 35-12 

157 ill Any person required Qy law to obtain £! sediment control permit 

158 for land disturbing activity that is not subj ect to Chapter 22A 

159 must submit £! limits of tree canopy disturbance concurrently with 

160 the sediment control permit application to the Director of 

161 Permitting Services under Section 55-7. 

162 ill Any person engaging in activity that is subject to Chapter 22A 

163 must submit £! limits of tree canopy disturbance concurrently with 

164 any other plan required under Chapter 22A to the Planning 

165 Director under Section 55-8. 

166 (hl Timing gf submissions. The person must submit the limits of tree 

167 canopy disturbance for review in conjunction with the review process 

168 for £! sediment control permit, forest conservation plan, development 

169 plan, project plan, preliminary plan of subdivision, site plan, special 

170 exception, or mandatory referral. If £! natural resources inventory/forest 

171 stand delineation is required, the person must include the aerial extent of 

172 the ·tree canopy with the natural resources inventory/forest stand 

173 delineation as specified in Section 22A-l O. 

174 ill Incomplete submissions. The Director of Permitting Services or the 

175 Planning Director must not approve an incomplete submission. 

176 @ Review gf submissions. Each submission required under this Chapter 

177 must be reviewed concurrently with the review of any submission 

178 required under Article! of Chapter 19 or Chapter 22A. 

179 W Coordination gf review. The Director of Permitting Services and the 

180 Planning Director may coordinate the review of any information 

181 submitted under subsection Uti with other agencies as appropriate. The 

182 . reviews may be performed concurrently, and in accordance with, any 

183 review coordination required under Chapter 19 or Chapter 22A. 

W 
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BILL No. 35-12 

184 ill Time frame Q[ validity. An approved limits of tree canopy disturbance 

185 submission remains valid for: 

186 ill not more than 2. years unless the Planning Director has approved 

187 either £ final forest conservation plan or preliminary forest 

188 conservation plan that includes the limits of tree canopy 

189 disturbance; 

190 ill not more than 2. years unless £ sediment control permit has been 

191 issued Qy the Director of Permitting Services and remains valid; 

192 or 

193 ill .2. years if the accuracy of the limits of tree canopy disturbance 

194 has been verified Qy £ qualified professional. 

195 {g} Issuance Q[ sediment control permit. The Director of Permitting 

196 Services must not issue £ sediment control permit to £ person that is 

197 required to comply with this Article until: 

198 ill the Planning Board or Planning Director, as appropriate, or the 

199 Director of Permitting Services has approved an applicant's 

200 limits ofdisturbance; and 

201 ill the applicant J2.ID]. any fee required under this Article. 

202 55-7. Tree Canopy =Submissions to the Director of Permitting Services. 

203 .cru General. The limits of tree canopy disturbance information submitted to 

204 the Director of Permitting Services must document the extent of the 

205 existing area of tree canopy and the total area of tree canopy to be 

206 disturbed Qy the proposed activity. 

207 (hl Incorporation Q[ limits Q[ tree canopy disturbance. The limits of tree 

208 canopy disturbance information for the subject property must be 

209 incorporated in £ sediment control permit or the site plan submitted for £ 

210 building permit. 

@ 
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BILL No. 35-12 

211 !.f) The limits gf tree canopy disturbance. The limits of tree canopy 

212 disturbance information for the subject site must include: 

213 ill ~ map delineating: 

214 fA) the property boundaries; 

215 ill) the proposed limits of disturbance including any off-site 

216 areas; 

217 (g the aerial extent of existing tree canopy cover on the 

218 subject site, !ill to 45 feet beyond the proposed limits of 

219 disturbance; 

220 CD) the intersection of aerial extent of existing tree canopy 

221 cover and the limits ofdisturbance; and 

222 ili2 any additional information specified Qy regulation; and 

223 ill ~ table summarizing the square footage of: 

224 fA) the property; 

225 ill) the limits ofdisturbance of the proposed activity; 

226 (g the aerial extent ofexisting tree canopy cover; 

227 @ the limits of tree canopy disturbance; and 

228 ili2 any additional information specified Qy regulation. 

229 @ Modification to limits gf tree canopy disturbance. The Director of 

230 Permitting Services may approve ~ modification to an approved limits 

231 of tree canopy disturbance if: 

232 ill the modification is consistent with this Chapter, field inspections 

233 or other evaluations reveal minor inadequacies of the plan, and 

234 modifying the plan to remedy the inadequacies will not increase 

235 the amount of tree canopy removed as shown on the final 

236 approved plan; or 

237 ill the action is otherwise required in an emergency. 
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238 ill Qualification gjpreparer. If~ tree canopy cover layer developed Qy the 

239 County is available and is used without alteration, ~ professional 

240 engineer, land surveyor, architect, or other person qualified to prepare 

241 erosion and sediment control plans under Chapter 19 is also qualified to 

242 prepare the limits of tree canopy disturbance information under this 

243 Section. Otherwise, the limits of tree canopy disturbance information 

244 must be prepared Qy ~ qualified professional as defined in Section 

245 08.19.06.01 of the Code of Maryland Regulations or any successor 

246 regulation. 

247 55-8. Tree Canopy =Submission to the Planning Director. 

248 (ill General. The limits of tree canopy disturbance information submitted 

249 to the Planning Director must document the extent of existing tree 

250 canopy and the total area oftree canopy to be disturbed Qy the proposed 

251 activity. The Planning Director may use the information to identify the 

252 most suitable and practical areas for tree conservation and mitigation. 

253 (Q) Limits gf tree canopy disturbance. A person that is subject to this 

254 Section must submit the same limits of tree canopy disturbance 

255 information as required under Section 55-7. 

256 i£) incorporation gf the limits gf tree canopy, the natural resources 

257 inventory/fOrest stand delineation, and fOrest conservation plan. If an 

258 applicant is required to submit ~ natural resources inventory/forest stand 

259 delineation, the extent of tree canopy must be incorporated into that 

260 submission for the same area included in the natural resources 

261 inventory/forest stand delineation. If an applicant is required to submit 

262 ~ forest conservation plan, both the extent of tree canopy and the limits 

263 of tree canopy disturbance must be incorporated into that submission for 

264 the same area included in the forest conservation plan. 
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BILL No. 35-12 

265 @ Modification to limits Q[ tree canopy disturbance. The Planning 

266 Director may approve £! modification to an approved limits of tree 

267 canopy disturbance that is consistent with this Chapter if: 

268 ill field inspection or other evaluation reveals minor inadequacies of 

269 the plan, and modifying the plan to remedy those inadequacies 

270 will not increase the amount of tree canopy removed as shown on 

271 the final approved plan; or 

272 ill the action is required because of an emergency. 

273 ill Submission (or special exception. If £! special exception application is 

274 subject to this Chapter, the applicant must submit to the Planning Board 

275 any information necessary to satisfy the requirements of this Chapter 

276 before the Board of Appeals considers the application for the special 

277 exception. 

278 55-9. Tree Canopy =Fee to Mitigate Disturbance. 

279 til Objectives. The primary objective of this Section is the retention of 

280 existing trees. Every reasonable effort should be made to minimize the 

281 cutting or clearing of trees and other woody plants during the 

282 development of £! subdivision plan, grading and sediment control 

283 activities, and implementation of the forest conservation plan. 

284 ihl Fees paid (or mitigation. Mitigation required to compensate for the loss 

285 .Q£ or disturbance ~ tree canopy must take the form of fees set Qy 

286 regulation under Method ~ which the applicant Pill to the Tree 

287 Canopy Conservation Fund. Mitigation fees are based on the square 

288 footage of tree canopy disturbed and, therefore, increase as the amount 

289 of tree canopy disturbance increases. To provide credit for on-site 

290 landscaping, mitigation fees must not be applied to the first ~ percent of 

291 the area of tree canopy disturbed. Canopy identified as part of any 

® . 
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292 forest delineated in an approved natural resources inventory/forest stand 

293 delineation and subject to £ forest conservation plan is not subject to 

294 mitigation fees under this Chapter. 

295 Article 3. Enforcement and Appeals. 

296 55-10. Inspections and notification. 

297 .vu Permission to gain access. The Director of Permitting Services or the 

298 Planning Director may enter any property subject to this Chapter to 

299 inspect, review, and enforce. 

300 (hl Plan to be on site; field markings. A ~ of the approved limits of 

301 tree canopy disturbance must be available on the site for inspection Qy 

302 the Director of Permitting Services or the Planning Director. Field 

303 markings must exist on site before and during installation of all tree 

304 protection measures, sediment and erosion control measures, 

305 construction, or other land disturbing activities. 

306 ill Inspections. 

307 ill The Director of Permitting Services must conduct field 

308 inspections concurrently with inspections required for £ 

309 sediment control permit under Article ! of Chapter 19 for any 

310 activity subject to Section 55-7. 

311 m The Planning Director must conduct field inspections 

312 concurrently with inspections required for £ forest conservation 

313 plan for any activity subject to Section 55-8. 

314 ill The Director of Permitting Services or the Planning Director 

315 may authorize additional inspections or meetings as necessary 

316 to administer this Chapter. 

317 @ Timing qf inspections. The inspections required under this Section 

318 must occur: 
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319 ill after the limits of disturbance have been staked and flagged, but 

320 before any clearing or grading begins; 

321 ill after necessary stress reduction measures for trees and roots 

322 have been completed and the protection measures have been 

323 installed, but before any clearing or grading begins; and 

324 ill after all construction activities are completed, to determine the 

325 level of compliance with the limits of tree canopy disturbance. 

326 W Scheduling requirements. A person must request an inspection by: 

327 ill the Director of Permitting Services within the time required to 

328 schedule an inspection under Section 19-12; or 

329 ill the Planning Director within the time required to schedule an 

330 inspection under Section 22A-15. 

331 ill Coordination. The Department of Permitting Services and the 

332 Planning Department must coordinate their inspections to avoid 

333 inconsistent activities relating to the limits of tree canopy disturbance. 

334 55-11. Penalties and enforcement. 

335 (ill Enforcement authority. The Department of Permitting Services has 

336 enforcement authority for any activity approved under Section 55-7 

337 and the Planning Board has enforcement authority for any .activity 

338 approved under Section 55-8. 

339 (Q) Enforcement action. The Director of Permitting Services or the 

340 Planning Director may issue ~ notice of violation, corrective order, 

341 stop-work order, or civil citation to any person that causes or allows ~ 

342 violation of this Chapter. 

343 i£} Civil penaltv. The maximum civil penalty for any violation of this 

344 Chapter or any regulation adopted under this Chapter is $1,000. Each 

345 day that ~ violation continues is ~ separate offense. 
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346 @ Other remedy. In addition to any other penalty under this Section, the 

347 Planning Board may seek any appropriate relief authorized under 

348 Section 22A-16. 

349 55-12. Administrative enforcement. 

350 ill Administrative order. In addition to any other remedy allowed Qy 

351 law, the Planning Director may at any time, including during the 

352 pendency of an enforcement action under Section 55-11, issue an 

353 administrative order requiring the violator to take one or more of the 

354 following actions within the time specified Qy the Planning Director: 

355 ill stop the violation; 

356 ill stabilize the site to comply with ~ forest conservation plan; 

357 ill stop all work at the site; 

358 ill restore or reforest unlawfully cleared areas; 

359 ill submit ~ limits of tree canopy disturbance, forest conservation 

360 plan, or tree save plan for the net tract area; 

361 ® place forested land, reforested land, or land with individual 

362 significant trees under long-term protection Qy ~ conservation 

363 easement, deed restriction, covenant, or other appropriate legal 

364 instrument; or 

365 ill submit ~ written report or plan concerning the violation. 

366 (hl Effectiveness g.forder. An order issued under this Section is effective 

367 when it is served on the violator. 

368 .Article 4. Administration 

369 55-13. General. 

370 ill Regulations. The County Executive must adopt regulations, including 

371 technical manuals, to administer this Chapter, under Method 2. The 

@ 
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372 regulations must include procedures to amend ~ limits of tree canopy 

373 disturbance. 

374 (Q} Technical manual. The technical manual must include guidance and 

375 methodologies for: 

376 ill preparing and evaluating maps of the aerial extent of the tree 

377 canopy and the limits of tree canopy disturbance; 

378 ill providing protective measures during and after clearing or 

379 construction, including root pruning techniques and guidance 

380 on removing trees that are or may become hazardous; 

381 ill monitoring and enforcing the limits of disturbance and the 

382 limits of tree canopy disturbance; and 

383 ill other appropriate guidance for program requirements consistent 

384 with this Chapter and applicable regulations. 

385 i.£l Administrative fee. The Planning Board and the County Executive 

386 may each, 121 Method 2. regulation, establish f!: schedule of fees to 

387 administer this Chapter. 

388 @ Reports. On or before March 1 of each year, the Department of 

389 Permitting Services, the Planning Board, and the Department of 

390 Environmental Protection each must submit an annual report on the 

391 County tree conservation program to the County Council and County 

392 Executive. 

393 (£} Comprehensive plan for mitigation. The Department of 

394 Environmental Protection must develop and maintain £! 

395 comprehensive County-wide plan to mitigate disturbance to tree 

396 canopy. The Department of Environmental Protection should develop 

397 the plan in consultation with the Planning Department, the 

398 Department of Transportation, the Department of General Services, 

@ 
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399 the Department of Economic Development, the Soil Conservation 

400 District, and other agencies as appropriate. 

401 ill Sediment control permit application. To prevent circumvention of 

402 this Chapter, the Planning Director and the Director of Permitting 

403 Services may require f! person to submit an application for f! sediment 

404 control permit enforceable under this Chapter if that person: 

405 ill limits the removal of tree canopy or limits land disturbing or 

406 construction activities to below requirements for f! sediment 

407 control permit; and 

408 ill later disturbs additional tree canopy or land on the same 

409 property, or Qy any other means, such that in total, f! sediment 

410 control permit would be required. 

411 55-14. Tree Canopy Conservation Fund. 

412 W General. There is f! County Tree Canopy Conservation Fund. The 

413 Fund must be used in accordance with the adopted County budget and 

414 as provided in this Section. 

415 ihl Mitigation fees paid into the Tree Canopy Conservation Fund. Money 

416 deposited in the Tree Canopy Conservation Fund to fulfill mitigation 

417 requirements must be spent on establishing and enhancing tree 

418 canopy, including costs directly related to site identification, 

419 acquisition, preparation, and other activities that increase tree canopy, 

420 and must not revert to the General Fund. The Fund may also be spent 

421 on permanent conservation of priority forests, including identification 

422 and acquisition of f! site within the same subwatershed where the 

423 disturbance occurs. 

424 W Fines paid into the Tree Canopy Conservation Fund. Any fines 

425 collected for noncompliance with f! limits of tree canopy disturbance 

®. . 
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426 or forest conservation plan related to tree canopy disturbance must be 

427 deposited in §! separate account in the Tree Canopy Conservation 

428 Fund. The Fund may be used to administer this Chapter. 

429 @ Use gfthe Tree Canopy Conservation Fund. 

430 ill Any fees collected for mitigation must be used to: 

431 ® establish tree canopy; 

432 ill} enhance existing tree canopy through non-native invasive 

433 and native InVaSIVe speCIes management control, 

434 supplemental planting, or §! combination of both; 

435 (Q establish forest; and 

436 ill) acquire protective easements for existing forests or areas 

437 with existing tree canopy that are not currently protected, 

438 including forest mitigation banks approved under Section 

439 22A-13. 

440 ill The canopy established under paragraph (1)CA) should shade 

441 impervious surfaces, manage stormwater runoff, and generally 

442 increase tree canopy coverage. Trees native to the Piedmont area 

443 of the County should be used, if feasible, to meet the mitigation 

444 requirements of this Chapter. 

445 ill The establishment of tree canopy to satisfy the mitigation 

446 . requirements of §! project must occur in the subwatershed where 

447 the project is located. Otherwise the tree canopy may be 

448 established anywhere in the County_ 

@ 
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PROBLEM: 

GOALS AND 
OBJECTIVES: 

COORDINATION: 

FISCAL IMPACT: 
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EVALUATION: 

EXPERIENCE 
ELSEWHERE: 

SOURCE OF 
INFORMATION: 

APPLICATION 
WITHIN 
MUNICIPALITIES: 

PENALTIES: 

LEGISLATIVE REQUEST REPORT 

Bill ~·12 

Tree Canopy Conservation 


This bill introduces requirements for fees when tree canopy is 
disturbed. Generally, it applies when a sediment control permit is 
required under Chapter 19 of the Montgomery County Code and the 
trees are not subject to Article II of Chapter 22A. The bill requires 
the fees to be used to plant new trees to mitigate for the loss of 
benefits provided by the tree canopy. The new trees will be located 
using a comprehensive approach to enhancing tree canopy across the 
County. 

Currently, the Forest Conservation Law (FCL) does not apply to most 
····disturbances to individual trees outside of forests during 

development. Also, it does not apply to development activity on lots 
less than approximately one acre. In recent years, a significant 
increase in development activity on small lots that are not subject to 
the FCL has raised awareness of the value of trees to all residents, as 
well as the need to provide communities some compensation for the 
loss of trees when development occurs. 

This bill is designed to provide mitigation for the loss or disturbance 
to tree canopy not currently regulated by the FCL, as well as 
specifying that the fees will be used to plant trees across the county 
using a comprehensive approach that will enhance the existing 
canopy. . 

Department of Permitting Services, Maryland-National Capital Park 
& Planning Commission. Department ofEnvironmental Protection 

See Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 

See Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 

The Forest Conservation Law, Chapter 22A of the Montgomery 
County Code, requires mitigation when forest land and/or champion 
trees, as well as certain other vegetation, are disturbed. 

Stan Edwards, Division Chief, Division of Environmental Policy and 
Compliance, Department of Environmental Protection (7-7748) 

This bill applies to all municipalities if the land disturbing activity 
requires a sediment control permit under Chapter 19 of the 
Montgomery County Code that is approved and enforced by the 
Department of Permitting Services. 

Class A 
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OFF1CE OF THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE 
R.OCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20850 

fsiah Leggett 
County Executive MEMORANDUM 

October 25,2012 

TO: 	 Roger Berliner, President 
County Council -Q~ 

FROM: 	 Isiah Leggett e:::::::::»" ~ 
County Executive ~v-

SUBJECT: 	 Proposed Legislation: Tree Canopy Conservation Program 

I am transmitting for Council introduction a bill that creates a Tree Canopy Conservation 
Program which is intended to protect and enhance the County's valuable tree canopy. I am also 
transmitting a Legislative Request Report, Fiscal Impact Statement, and Economic Impact Statement. 

This bill introduces requirements for fees when tree canopy is disturbed as a result of 
development activity. Generally, the bill applies when a sediment control permit is required under 
Chapter 19 ofthe Montgomery County Code and the trees are not subject to the County's Forest 
Conservation Law (FCL). The bill requires the fees to be used to plant new trees to mitigate the loss of 
benefits that were provided by the disturbed tree canopy. 

When the FCL was adopted,the majority ofdevelopment in the County was occUlTing on 
large, previously undeveloped parcels, much of which was forested. The FCL was intended to provide 
compensation for the loss of forested land through the long-term protection of undisturbed forest or the 
planting ofnew forests. As the amount of undeveloped land in the County has diminished, the majority 
of development is now occurring on smaller, previously undeveloped "in-fill" properties or as the result 
ofredevelopment of previously built-out sites. While these parcels contain few forests, they often contain 
significant tree canopy due to the presence of indi vidual trees or clusters of trees not meeting the 
definition of a forest. These trees provide significant benefits to communities, including helping to 
reduce ambient temperatures, clean the air, manage stortnwater, and generally increasing the economic 
value ofthe property. However, the majority of these trees are 110t covered under the FCL and, as a 
result, there is no mechanism requiring compensation for the loss of these trees. 

The Tree Canopy Conservation Program would be implemented by the Department of 
Permitting Services or the Montgomery County Planning Department, depending on the nature of the 
development activity. The process has been designed to be as streamlined as possible by incorporating 
tree canopy review into the existing sediment control permitting process or the existing FCL review 
process. The bill outlines the process for detemlining the extent of dishlrbed tree canopy subject to 
regulation, but the specific fee structure would be set by regulation. 

240-773-3556 TrYmontgomerycoun tymd.gov/311 

http:tymd.gov
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Roger Berliner 
October 25, 2012 
Page 2 

If you have any questions about this bill, please contact Bob Hoyt, Director ofthe 
Department of Environmental Protection, at 240-777-7730 or bob.hovt@montgomerycountymd.gov. 

Attachments (4) 

c. 	 Bob Hoyt, Director Department ofEnvironmental Protection 
Joe Beach, Director, Finance Department 

. --.Kathleen Bouchel=, Assistant Chief Administrative·Officer-.,--" ... 

Marc Hansen, County Attorney 

Diane Jones, Director, Department ofPennitting Services 

Jennifer Hughes, Director, Office ofManagement and Budget 
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ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

MEMORANDUM 


September 2S, 20 J2 


TO: Timothy L. Fir}!'e Chief Administrative Officer 

FROM: Jennifer A, Hugll , nector, Office of Management and Budget 
10seph F. Beach irector, Department of Finance 

SUBJECT: Bill XX·12 - Tree Canopy Conservation 

Please find attached the fiscal and economic impact statement for the above-referenced 
legislation. 

1AH:ms 

Attachment 

c: 	 Kathleen Boucher, Assistant Chief Administrative Officer 
Lisa Austin, Offices of the County Executive 
Joy Nurmi, Special Assistant to the County Executive 
Patrick Lacefield, Director, Public Information Office 
Michael Coveyou, Department of Finance 
David Platt, Department ofFinance 
Stan Edwards, Department ofEnvironm~ntal Protection 
Barbara Comfort. Department of.Permitting Services 
Reginald Jetter, Department ofPennitting Services 
Alex Espinosa, Office ofManagement and Budget 
Amy Wilson, Office of Management and Budget 
Matt Schaeffer, Office ofManagement and Budget 
Naeem Mia, Office ofManagement and Budget 
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Fiscal Impact Statement 

Bill XX-12 - Tree Canopy Conservation 


1. 	 Legislative Summary 
The proposed bill revises County law regarding tree canopy conservation in an effort to 
save, maintain, and establish tree canopy for the benefits of County residents and future 
generations. The bill would maximize tree canopy retention and establishment by 
establishing fees to be assessed when disturbance to the tree canopy occurs; these fees 
would then fund mitigation activities to restore the disturbed tree canopy. 

The Department ofPennitting Services (DPS) and the Maryland National Capital Park and 
_Planning Commission (M~NCPPC) will administer the law; the Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP) will have oversight of tree canopy restoration activities. 

2. 	 An estimate of changes in County revenues and expenditures regardless of whether 
the revenues or expenditures are assumed in the recommended or approved budget. 
Includes source of information, assumptions, and methodologies used. 
DEP has indicated that new work created as a result of this 1egislation (tree canopy 
restoration activities) will have costs that will correlate to the amount of received fees. 
While the cost of future work is not known, DEP has asserted that any future costs related 
to tree canopy restoration activities will not exceed collected fees. 

A. M-NCPPC has estimated a cost of$12.480 annually and a one-time first-year 
expenditure of$3,600 related to planning the tree canopy restoration policies outlined in 
the bill. Some ofthe specific planning activities related to tree canopy restoration 
conducted by MNCPPC1 include: 

• 	 Development of a planting plan (One-time investment of20 work hours) 
• 	 Annual Report development (20 work hours) 
• 	 Development of a Fee Schedule (One-time investment of40 work hours) 
• 	 Annual adjustment of fee schedules (8 work hours) 
• 	 Plan Review Time (60 forest conservation plans per year@ 3 hours per plan) 

B. DPS has indicated fiscal impacts relating to the inspection and fme assessments of tree 
canopy disturbance of approximately $67,118 annually in the following work areas: 
500 additional inspection and assessment projects ($25,752/annually) 

• 	 Permit Technicians (250 work hours): $8,878 
(.5 Hrs each project@ Grade 19 midpoint salary of$56,828 plus benefits2 or $35.5lnlT) 

• 	 Permit Services SpecialistslPlan Reviewers (125 work hours): 56,166 
(.25 Hrs each project @ Grade 26 midpoint salary of$78,929 plus benefits or $49.331hr) 

• 	 Inspectors (250 work hours); 510,708 
(.5 Hrs each project @ Grade 23 midpoint salary of$68,531 plus benefits or $42.S31hr) 

200 additional complaints relating to tree loss ($41,366/annuaUy) 
• 	 Permit Technicians (200 work hours); $7,102 

(1 Hr each project@ Grade 19 midpoint salary of$56,828 plus benefits or $35.511hr) 

t Cost estimates are based on a rate of$60 per hour. 
2 Benefit calculation is 30 percent of base pay. 
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• 	 Inspectors (800 work hours): $34,264 
(4 Hrs each project@Grade23 midpoint salary of$68,531 plus benefits or $42.831hr) 

Revenues resulting from this legislation will depend on the determination of a rate model 
for tree canopy disturbance fees. The rate model will be established via method 2 
regulation. 

3. 	 Revenue and expenditure estimates covering at least the next 6 fiscal years. 
DEP has indicated that new work created as a result of this legislation (tree canopy 
restoration activities) will have costs that will correlate to the amount of received fees. 
While the cost of future work is not known~ DEP has asserted that any future costs related 
to tree canopy restoration activities will not exceed collected fees. 

DPS reports future expenditures of approximately $62,118 annually (as explained above). 
The total six-year expenditures for DPS are approximately $402,708. 

M-NCPPC reports annual expenditures of $12,480 with a one-time startup charge of 
$3,600 to implement the planning and implementation plan for the bill (as explained 
above). Total six-year expenditures for M-NCPPC are approximately $78,480. 

Revenues resulting from this legislation will depend on the determination of a rate model 
for tree canopy disturbance fees. The rate model will be established via method 2 
regulation. 

4. 	 An actuarial analysis through the entire amortization period for each bill that would 
affect retiree pension or group insurance costs. 
Not applicable. This bill does not affect retiree pension or group insurance costs. 

5. 	 Later actions that may affect future revenue and expenditures if the bill authorizes 
future spending. 
The bill authorizes the creation ofa Tree Canopy Conservation Fund that would fund tree 
canopy restoration activities in the future. 

6. 	 An estimate of the staff time needed to implement the bill. 
While DEP does not expect the need for additional staff time to implement the bill, future 
staff needs could change depending on the extent of tree canopy restoration activities 
resulting from the bilL 

DPS reports the need for an additional 1,625 work hours annually in different job classes 
to implement the bill. 

:MNCPPC reports the need for an additional 208 hours annually alld 60 hours 
to start up the program in the first year of implementation. 

7. 	 An explanation of how the addition of new staff responsibilities would affect other 
duties. 
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While DEP does not expect the need for additional stafftime to implement the bill, the 
actual impact on staff will depend on the extent of tree canopy restoration activities 
as a result of implementing the bill. 

DPS reports that the bill would impact both the workload ofpennitting staff and permit 
reviewing staff. Estimates for costs of additional work are provided above. 

M~NCPPC reports that the bill would impact the workload of forest conservation 

planners. Estimates for costs of addition work are provided above. 


8. 	 An estimate of costs when an additional appropriation is needed. 
Not applicable. 

9. 	 Adescription of any variable that could affect revenue and cost estimates. 
DEP has indicated that costs and revenues relating to tree canopy restoration will be 
dependent on the amount of fees received. The rate model for fees will be established by 
method 2 regulation. 

Article IV, Section 55-13(c) allows for the establishment ofa fee for administering the 
program;" this fee would be adopted under method 3. An administrative fee has not been 
established but could impact revenue and cost estimates. 

Article III, Section 55-11(c) establishes a maximum $1,000 civil penalty for violation of 
the proposed legislation. Fines would be deposited into the Tree Canopy Conservation 
Fund and could be used to implement any part of the bill. Estimates ofrevenue from 
these fines are difficult to predict without knowing the extent ofthe violations. 

10. Ranges of revenue or expenditures that are uncertain or difficult to project. 
DEP has indicated that costs and revenues relating to tree canopy restoration will be 
dependent on the amount of fees received. The rate model for fees will be established by 
method 2 regulation. 

Article IV, Section 5S-13(c) allows for the establislllllent of a fee for administering the 
program; this fee would be adopted under method 3. An administrative fee has not been 
established but could impact revenue and cost estimates. 

Article III, Section 55-11(c) establishes a maximum $1,000 civil penalty for violation of 
the proposed legislation. Fines would be deposited into the Tree Canopy Conservation 
Fund and could be used to implement any part of the bill. Estimates ofrevenue from 
these fines are difficult to predict without knowing the extent of the violations. 

11. If a bilJ is likely to have no fIScal impactt why that is the case. 
Not applicable. 
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12. Other fiscal impacts or comments. 
This bill creates a Tree Canopy Conservation Fund as the account for fees collected as a 
result of tree canopy disturbance and the source of funds for tree canopy restoration 
projects. DEP would manage this fund. 

13. The following contributed to and concurred with this analysis: 
Stan Edwards, Department of Environmental Protection 
Barbara Comfort, Department of Pelmitting Services 
Reginald Jetter, Department of Permitting Services 
Rose Krasnow, rvtNCPPC 
Amy Wilson, Office of Management and Budget 
Matt Schaeffer, Office of Management and Budget 
Naeem Mia, Office of Management and Budget 
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Economic Impact Statement 

Council Bill XX-12, Tree Canopy Conservation 


Background: 

The purpose of this legislation is to; 1) save, maintain, and establish tree canopy for the benefit 
of County residents and future generations; 2) maximize tree canopy retention and establishment; 
3) establish procedures, standards, and requirements to minimize the loss and disturbance of tree 
canopy as a result of development; 4) provide for mitigation when tree canopy is lost or 
disturbed; and 5) establish a fund for tree canopy conservation projects, including plantings of 
individual trees, groups of trees. or forests, on private and public property, The proposed 
legislation generally revises County law regarding tree canopy conservation, 

The requirements of this bill are applicable when a sediment contTol pemnt is required under 
Chapter 19 of the Montgomery County Code and the trees are not subject to Article II of Chapter 
22A. The bill supplements the Forest Conservation Law (FeL). The FCL does not apply to 
most disturbances to individual tress outside of forests during development, and it does not apply 
to development activity on lots less than approximately one acre, 

1. The sources of information, assumptions, and methodologies used. 

Not applicable 

2. A description of any variable that could affect the economic impact estimates. 

The economic impact of the bi1l will vary based on a number of factors including the amount of 
acreage that is the subject of the sediment control permit, the area of tree canopy on land covered 
by such a permit, the amount of the fee imposed per square foot of tree canopy disturbed as a 
result of the development activity subject to the permit, and the market conditions at the time of 
development. The cost of development for each property will be affected by the amount of tree 
canopy disturbed times the fee. 

3. The Bill's positive or negative effect, if any on employment, spending, saving, 
investment, incomes. and property values in the County. 

The bill may increase the cost for developing some properties, and those costs may affect the 
gross profit margin to the developers or the price of the property. However. some studies 
indicate that property with trees can have a higher value than property that is cleared of trees. To 
the extent that the proposed legislation encourages developers to retain trees. they may realize a 
higher return than if they c1ear the site. However, this analysis would vary by property and 
market conditions and would need to factor in the cost of removing trees as well as the impact of 
the cost of the fee. With a specific fee structure it will be possible to estimate these potential 
costs. 
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Economic Impact Statement 
Council Bill XX-12, Tree Canopy Conservation 

4. If a Bill is likely to have no economic impact, why is that the case? 

Not applicable; see item 3. 

5. The following contributed to and concurred with this analysis: David Platt and Mike 
Coveyou, Finance and Stan Edwards, Environmental Protection. 

Date { Ii 
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Circles 29-101 arefound in the February 25 Committee packet 
and are not reprinted in this packet. 



Testimony of Diane Cameron 

Before the Montgomery County Council 


on behalf of the Montgomery County Stormwater Partners Network 

on Bills 35-12 (Tree Canopy Conservation) and 41-12 (Roadside Trees) 


January 17,2013 


Good evening, I am Diane Cameron, Coordinator of the Montgomery County Stormwater Partners. On 
behalf of the Stormwater Partners, whose 22 member organizations support improved water quality in 
Montgomery County, I am here tonight to give support to these two bills - the Tree Canopy and 
Roadside Tree bills, and to generally support the direction of further improvements that several 
Stormwater Partners member groups have requested for the Tree Canopy bill. 

A We support initiatives that will increase the tree canopy in Montgomery County, as essential to 
the health of our local streams and to the success of our stormwater permit. 

A The intent of these two bills is to reverse the trends in massive tree canopy losses in 
Montgomery County; we support this intent. 

J... We strongly support the Street Tree Bill, since our street trees are unacknowledged stormwater 
managers, that kept healthy and replaced when lost so they can help keep our streams healthy. 

A 	 The Planning Board and others have highlighted the need to amend the Tree Canopy bill in 
order to correct some gaps. We have listed below a set of 6 improvements to the Tree Canopy 
Bill. We look forward to having the chance to provide further input in the next few weeks. 

The Tree Canopy bill, 35-12, provides mitigation in the form of fees and replanting to be done by the 
County, for loss or damage to trees not otherwise covered by the existing Forest Conservation Law. 
The Street Tree bill, 41-12, seeks to deter the wanton removal of roadside trees through requiring a 
permit for actions that would damage such trees. Taken together, these bills will help to slow the loss 
ofMontgomery's tree canopy. The paying offees to mitigate and replace lost trees might if the fees 
are high enough - serve as a deterrent to reckless tree-cutting. Permits such as those in the Street tree 
bill, create a mechanism to scrutinize proposed actions and ensure they are proper. 

Particularly in the downcounty area, the loss of urban trees has been alarming in recent years. We 
appreciate that Department ofEnvironmental Protection (DEP) staff worked hard on these bills, as 
have several key individuals and member organizations of the Stormwater Partners, and we applaud the 
efforts of all who have gotten us this far in the very difficult process of protecting street trees and the 
urban tree canopy. 

Attached to my written testimony is the Stormwater Partners' position summary, listing the 12-point 
agenda for improvements to the Stormwater Permit. Point number 8 reads: 

"Require actions to protect and restore forested stream buffers and other forested areas, 
linked to a strengthened county Forest Conservation Law." 

The reason we included protection and restoration of forested areas in a stormwater agenda, is that 
trees, groves and forests are by far our best, most cost-effective stormwater managers. In fact, we have 
asked DEP to work with us to pilot-test several tree-based stormwater management practices, because 
they are the most effective, multifunctional, and least expensive approach to runoff reduction. 



Improvements to Bill 35-12 requested by the Conservation Montgomery, (among other 
organizations): items 1 through 3 are requested by the Montgomery County Planning Board: 

1. Parks stewardship projects need to be exempt, as are DEP's own stewardship projects. 

2. Additional mitigation options must be identified. For instance, Homeowner or builder 
should have the option to replant onsite themselves approved native species. Also, builders 
could be given stormwater retention credit for trees that they plant on a building site. 
There is ample evidence that trees are the most cost-effective stormwater management 
measures. In fact, Audubon Naturalist Society and Conservation Montgomery have proposed a 
St0l111water-Tree Practice Specification to DEP and the Department of Permitting Services. We 
crafted this Stormwater-Tree Practice in close coordination with local builders. 

3. The mitigation rate is still unlmown and needs to be determined. 

4. Set a countywide canopy goals (we think 55 to 60% is the :range for the canopy goal, mth 
minimum goals of 40% in all areas evaluated in the county tree canopy assessment used by the 
Planning Department) 

5. Bill 35-12 proposes to delegate Department of Permtting Services (DPS) with a new role 
in implementation of tree canopy regulations, yet DPS is not prepared for this new role.. There 
must be an International Society for Arboriculture (ISA)-certiiied arborist within DPS. If an 
ISA -certitied arborist is assigned with duties under the provisions in Bill 41-12, perhaps the 
same professional can administer the urban canopy legislation. 

6. The maximum civil pena1ty of $1 ,000 is far too low. The penalties should be increased 
along with setting a substantial cost for demolition ofmature tree canopy. 



8601 Georgia Ave. Suite 612 • Silver Spring, MD 20910 • 301.608.1188 
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TESTIMONY OF 

HEDRICK BElINI EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 


POTOMAC CONSERVANCY 


January 17,2013 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak tonight. My name is Hedrick Belinl and I live in Silver 
Spring Maryland. I'm also fortunate to lead the Potomac Conservancy which has nearly 4/000 
membersl including 1/000 in Montgomery County. We fight every day to safeguard the 
Potomac River and its surrounding lands through conservation and advocacy. 

Our message tonight is simple - trees matter. 

Trees matter to peoplel to our communities and to our economy. 

• 	 Trees improve water quality by absorbing rain water where it falls and cost-effectively 


filtering polluted runoff before it reaches our local creeks and streams. 


• 	 Trees reduce neighborhood flooding and the associated property damage when it rains 


by reducing the volume and slowing the velocity of water. 


• 	 Trees enhance the recreational resources in our communitiesl whether it is a walkable 


residential street or streams where we fish. 


If we want a healthy Nation's River, if we want children to be able to play in Sligo Creek without 
getting sick, if we want a safe drinking water supply, then we need to do everything we can to 
stop pollution from flowing across the land when it rains. And a key ingredient to achieving 
this goal is having a robustl healthy tree canopy in our urban and suburban communities. 

That's why Potomac Conservancy supports the passage of Montgomery County Council Bill 35
12 (Urban Tree Canopy Bill) and Bill 41-12 (Roadside Tree Protection Bill) 

Both pieces of legislation offer elegant, simple solutions to compliment the county's current 
Forest Conservation Law. This law has made great strides towards protecting larger tracts of 
forested land in the county. But within the more urban areas of the county, we continue to 
lose trees. 
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Let's be clear. There will be future development and redevelopment of private property in the 
county. With this additional development, Bill 35-12 allows a property owner to cut down 
healthy trees on smaller lots and pay into a fund dedicated to replacing those trees. 

We recognize that there will be proposed changes to Bill 35-12. We believe a future version of 
this bill must include provisions that: 

1) Exempt park stewardship projects from this legislation 

2) Offer additional mitigation options to provide incentives to preserve healthy trees on 

site 

3) Specify the mitigation rate and set it at a meaningful level to deter the unnecessary 

removal of mature and healthy trees 

4) Set a county-wide tree canopy goal of at least 55 percent with minimum goal of at least 

40 percent in all areas evaluated in the county tree canopy assessment 

5} Ensure the Department of Planning Services has ISA-certified arborists on staff to ensure 

the successful implementation of the legislation and the associate regulations 

6} Set the maximum civil penalties at a higher level than $l,OOOjday, again to provide a 

meaningful incentive to protect healthy, mature trees. 

In addition, Bill 41-12 presents a timely solution for the protection of trees in the public right of 
way. These trees are a valuable community asset, just the way a side walk is a community 
asset. And when that publically owned community asset is removed, it must be replaced. 

We look forward to continuing to work with Council Members, as well as county staff, to ensure 
we enact strong protections for these community assets. 

Overall, the Potomac Conservancy advocates for protecting existing trees and strategically 
replanting more trees in order to improve the water quality in the Potomac watershed. We 
call on the County Council to promptly move both pieces of legislation forward to send a strong 
signal to our citizens that an important community asset - trees - matter. 

Thank you. 



Testimony on 


Bill 41-12, Streets &Roads - Roadside Trees - Protection 


Bill 35-12, Tree Canopy Conservation 


Clark Wagner, Pleasants Development 


MNCBIA, VP - Montgomery County 


Good evening, my name is Clark Wagner with Pleasants Development and the MNCBIA. I will 

be testifying on both tree bills. 

As a developer in the building industry for the last 12 years, and as a municipal planning 

professional for the 15 prior years, I can relate to these bills quite well. In fact I wrote the 

Forest Conservation law, Tree Ordinance, and Tree Manual for the City of Gaithersburg, many 

moons ago. I am also a four-year member ofthe county's Forest Conservation Advisory 

Committee. 

Regarding the Roadside Tree bill, I do not see the need for a law that is completely redundant 

to the existing state Roadside Tree Law. The only problems that I have heard relative to the 

state law are ones associated with a lack of enforcement. Currently, the county has the 

authority to augment enforcement of the state law, without this bill being enacted. I don't see 

any reason to create a new permit, a new fee, and a new replacement fund, when we have a 

state law in place that has been working for decades. If we want to improve compliance with 

the state law, then we should utilize existing staff and better educate the public to accomplish 

that goal. As you know, we are currently undertaking steps to streamline the development 

review process and this bill seems to run contrary to those efforts. 

Regarding the Tree Canopy Conservation bill, I have been involved with a small group of 

builders who in the recent past were negotiating a new tree bill with Conservation 

Montgomery, negotiations that ended in an impasse over how many trees builders should be 

required to plant. I believe the bill you have before you is so flawed, and so unnecessary, that 

we need to simply start over. Here are the problems I see with this bill. 

1. 	 There is no evidence that we are losing tree canopy in Montgomery County and 

therefore no sound basis for this bill. The 2009 study by the University of Vermont 

found the county to have a 50% Tree Canopy Coverage overall, much higher than any of 

the neighboring jurisdictions. In the down-county the percentages are the highest, 

exceeding 60% (how did that happen with no tree canopy bill in place for the past 50 

years?), and in the up-county the canopy is the lowest due to the amount of farmland. 



The middle section of the county is where the tree canopy has the potential to increase 

the most, since this section of the county developed in the last 30 years, and many of 

these trees have not fully matured. Of course there are some small urban areas, like the 

CBD's that have lower canopy coverage, but that is to be expected. This bill does not 

take into account that new trees are planted every year: By homeowners, By 

commercial property owners, By homeowner associations, By utility companies (Pepco 

planted 3,000 trees in the county last year), By the Parks Department, By the School 

System, and By builders and developers, who often end up planting more trees than 

current laws require. I believe that if the research was done, we would find our tree 

canopy percentage is actually increasing from year to year. 

2. 	 The bill is in essence just a tax on builders and home owners, once again setting up a 

new plan review, with a new application fee, and a new mitigation fee. 

3. 	 Through the FCL developers are currently discouraged from impacting existing forest on 

their sites, and forced to impact existing individual trees that would be covered under 

this bill. This is not fair. We should be able to build on some portion of our land without 

coming under opposing mitigation requirements. Any new tree planting bill should 

only apply to properties that ARE NOT subject to the forest conservation law. 

4. 	 There is no credit for the new storm water management structures that builders install 

on the lots to capture storm water, and invariably impact trees in the process. One set 

of regulations should not cause fees to be paid under a separate set of regulations. 

5. 	 There is also no recognition that builders and developers must impact trees to install 

utilities, when they have very little flexibility in where the utility service is located. 

In Conclusion, I strongly suggest you reject both the Roadside Tree bill and the Tree Canopy 

bill at this time and allow industry representatives work with the environmental community 

to craft something that is more workable. Thank you very much. 
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Faden, Michael 

From: ginnybarnes@juno.com 

Sent: Monday, February 25,20138:17 AM 

To: Faden, Michael 

Subject: Fw: Tree Bills @ T&E 

Mike - FYI - ginny 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: ginnybarnes((lliul1o.com 
To: Josh.Faust(ill.m.ontgoI11erVcountymcl.gov, counci lmembcl'. ber! iner0'\montgomerycountymd.gov 
Date: Mon, 25 Feb 2013 08:09:52 -0500 
SUbject: Tree Bills @ T &E 
Message-ID: <20l30225.051024.31248.163903(G;mailpop03.vgs.untd.com> 

Conservation Montgomery 
Working together to enhance our 

quality of life 

Hi Josh 

We'd like Roger to know that we (Conservation Montgomery - Caren Madsen, Ginny Barnes and 
Alan Bowser on behalf ofour coalition members) met with DEP staff (Director Hoyt, Stan Edwards 
and Laura Miller), Rick Brush from DPS and Kathleen Boucher on February 15th and presented a list 
of the changes we need to see in order to support Bill 35-12. 

DEP went over their prior meeting with Parks staff, Chainnan Carrier and Mark Pfefferle and 
encouraged us to reach consensus with Park and Planning on outstanding issues. Caren and 
I subsequently met with Mark Pfefferle and did so. All this was in preparation for DEP taking our 
collective changes to the County -pxecutive. Apparently this meeting did take place late last week. 
However, the County Executive does not agree with our changes. You will hear about it this morning. 

We are disappointed primaril):: in the unwillingness to grant an exemption to Parks (who are in the 
business of saving trees) or to set a canopy fee that has any meaning. We believe the canopy fee 
should be high enough to provide incentives to save trees and if they can't be saved, to cover the cost of 
replacement. please remember that this bill is not intended nor will it do any more than make a dent in 
canopy lost in our urban areas. I'd suggest you ask DEP staff today to give you an estimate of what it 
costs per sq. ft. to replace trees of any size on site or elsewhere. 

Below is the list of changes we still want to see and we are in agreement with P&P on these: 

At the most basic: 

1) Parks - We are in agreement on a full exemption for Parks (that should be revised in the bill). 
2) Mitigation options 

• 	 We are in agreement that up to 25% of canopy fee credit for trees replanted on site. We favor a 
list offering choices of trees depending on what the site will accommodate. (see below) 

?J?:'i12013 
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• 	 We are in favor of tree protection credit for unusual effort to save trees on site. 
• 	 We agree that the higher the fee, the higher the level ofmitigation credit that should be offered 

(as discussed in our meeting last Friday) and the lower the fee rate, the lower the level of credit 
that should be allowed under the bill. 

3 ) Fees for Canopy disturbance 

P&P has no official stand on canopy fee rate but agrees (as above) that the higher the fee, the higher 
the level of credit that should be allowed (up to 50%). But the lower the fee, the lower the credit should 
be allowed (up to 25%). At a staff level, though, Mark concurs that ideally the fee should be in keeping 
with the cost of replanting. 

4) Canopy Goals - We are in agreement that canopy goals need to be addressed somehow. How about 
including them in a countywide planting plan (targeted plan done as a collaborative effort between 
Planning Department, DEP, and DOT?) 

5) Arborculture expertise at DPS - Rick agrees it's needed and we understand this is already underway. 

6) Quality, species and size of trees 

We agree there should be standards in place to guide choices of tree species. Choices from a small and 
large canopy tree list should be based on 20-yr. canopy. This will help to get canopy planted where 
it will be lost. . 

7) Site Inspections - On site inspections are doable at minimal expense using existing DPS inspection 
procedures. This is taking into consideration the need for additional training for DPS inspectors and the 
addition of an ISA-certified arborist at DPS. 

8) Management of Tree Conservation Fund - As Kathleen noted, language will be added to clarify 
management of the fund and that the fund not to be used for salaries. We all agree this is needed in the 
bilL 

Regards ........ Ginny Barnes 


Ginny Barnes, Vice Chair, 
Conservation Montgomery 

(301) 762-6423 

2125/2013 




Bil135-12, Trees -- Tree Canopy Conservation 
1117/2013 testimony by Kenneth A. Bawer, 8 Cleveland Ct, Rockville, MD 20850 
(kbawer@msn.com) 

Dear Councilmembers: 

I have a special interest in tree conservation as a volunteer Weed Warrior Supervisor for 
the Parks Department and as a Board member of the Maryland Native Plant Society. 
Tonight, however, I am only speaking on my own behalf. 

I wholeheartedly thank the County Executive and the Council President for submitting 
Bill 35-12 to the County Council. Protection for tree canopies on small lots is long 
overdue and I enthusiastically support this effort in principle. 

The benefits of trees are not disputed: improved air quality due to their uptake of 
pollutants, uptake of carbon dioxide which slows global warming, shade which 
counteracts summer heat, absorption of storm water which decreases runoff into eroded 
stream valleys, decreased noise pollution, and valuable wildlife habitat. 

What may be disputed is the fmancial impact this bill will have on the building 
community. The fact is that there will be NO negative financial impact if there is no tree 
canopy disturbance. A Scenic America Technical Bulletin (1) states that in two studies of 
developers, "it was found that preserving trees on site was a sound economic decision." 
In one of the studies, all of the "builders reported that they were always able to recover 
the extra costs of preserving trees in a higher sales price for the house." In the other study, 
"The builders reported that public demand is higher for houses with trees and any extra 
costs incurred in preserving trees were recovered in the final sales price." Finally, a 
statement from the National Association of Rome Builders (2) says, "Trees are 
aesthetically pleasing and are well known to increase real estate values by as much as 15 
percent." 

While I support the concept of this Bill, there are a number of concerns I have about the 
Bill as written. 

1. 	 The bill should consider the protection of heritage and specimen trees. 
2. 	 All mitigation fees generated by Department of Park projects should be returned 

to the Department of Parks. 
3. 	 The bill should be expanded to include tree removal even when a sediment 

control permit is NOT required. Existing homeowners are removing non
hazardous, healthy trees at an alarming rate for reasons such as desiring more 
light. Trees greater than a certain diameter should require a removal permit which 
should be granted only if a tree is either a current hazard to property or is in the 
footprint ofa proposed, approved structure. 
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Bill 35-12, Trees -- Tree Canopy Conservation 
111712013 testimony by Kenneth A. Bawer, 8 Cleveland Ct, Rockville, MD 20850 
(kbawer@msn.com) 

4. 	 Section 55-7 (d) (2) (line 237) says "The Director of Permitting Services may 
approve modification to an approved limits of tree canopy disturbance if the 
action is otherwise required in an emergency." As the saying goes, "Poor planning 
on your part does not constitute an emergency on my part." Thus, the term 
"emergency" should be explicitly defmed. 

5. 	 In Section 55-8 (d) (2) (line 272): Again, the term "emergency" should be 

explicitly defmed. 


6. 	 In Section 55-9 (a) (line 280), states "Every reasonable effort should be made to 
minimize the cutting or clearing oftrees..." This is too vague. There needs to be 
an explicit requirement. The bill should require a minimum tree canopy 
conservation percentage to discourage "cut and pay". 

7. 	 Section 55-9 (b) (line 284) should be modified to allow onsite mitigation -let 
trees be replanted on the same site. This would benefit the immediate 
neighborhood suffering the loss. 

Thank you for your consideration ofmy views. 

(1) "Trees in Our Communities, The Value ofTrees to Residential Houses," Scenic 
America Technical Bulletin, Vol. 1, No.1, 1992 

(2) "Tree Preservation Ordinances," National Association ofHome Builders, Land 
Development Services Department, October, 1991 
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Montgomery Soil Conservation District 

18410 Muncaster Road - Derwood, MD 20855 - Phone (301) 590-2855 


www.montgomeryscd.org 


January 17, 2013 

The Honorable Nancy Navarro 
Montgomery County Council President 

100 Maryland Avenue 

Rockville, MD 209050 

Re: Bi1141-12, Streets and Roads - Roadside Trees Protection and 

Bill 35-l2 Trees - Tree Canopy Conservation 


Dear Council President Navarro and Council Members: 

On behalf of the Montgomery Soil Conservation District (MSCD) I would like to thank you for the 
opportunity to provide comments on Bi1141-12 and Bill 35-12. As farmers and landowners in the 
Agricultural Reserve, we would like to express our concerns about roadside tree maintenance and the 
challenges trees present for the agricultural community. 

I would first like to mention the observations made by Council Member Floreen during our last 

discussion regarding a tree bill. Back in June 2012 when we met to discuss Bi1l16-12, Council Member 

Floreen pointed out that our urban and rural sections of the County have distinct and critical differences 

regarding tree management issues. While we all acknowledge the values that trees provide, we also 

recognize that the il1tended purpose of the Agricultural Reserve is to produce the food and fiber needed by 

a growing population. As in June, the Montgomery Soil Conservation District opposes these bills as they 

pertain to the rural areas of the County, and respectfully requests that the County Council provide 

exemptions to these bills for the agricultural community. 


The lack of maintenance on roadside trees in the rural areas of the county has become a serious concern. 
Critical public safety issues and economic impacts created by unmanaged roadside trees continue to be 
ignored. I have provided along with my testimony several pictures of an incident that occurred Tuesday 
on Travilah Road. Problems like this exist throughout the county and they are dangerous and costly. 

As our rural roads continue to become commuter routes, the volume of traffic combined with 
overhanging, unmanaged branches has created a hazardous situation throughout the county. Many of the 
trees along our rural roads represent an accident waiting to happen, and the only question is whether it 
will impact farm equipment, emergency vehicles, a school bus, or some other county citizen. 

Ask any farmer in this county about tree maintenance along the roads and you will begin to understand 

the problems farmers experience with poorly maintained roadside trees: 

• 	 Constant and expensive damage to all farm equipment on both the roadways and on the field side 


where overgrown trees impede planting and harvesting. . 


• 	 Lost production due to shading and moisture impacts of roadside trees. 

All District services are offered'on a nondiscriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, marital status or handicap.f./ll 
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• 	 Spreading of invasive and exotic trees, shrubs, and vines that start in roadside hedgerows and relocate 
throughout the farm and create increased costs to control. 

• 	 Dangerous limited sight distances when pulling out of fields onto roads. 

• 	 Longer delays in power restoration when trees cause outages in rural areas. It is not uncommon for 

rural homeowners to be out of power many more days than urban residents because they live in less 

populated areas, and therefore become a lower priority. 


Specifically regarding Bi1l41-12, we request that the county provide the agricultural community with an 
exemption to the law under Section 49-36A Roadside tree work (b) Applicability; Exceptions. This 
exemption is critical for rural landowners ifwe ever hope to address the safety and economic concerns 
along the roads in our agricultural areas. We also recommend that fees collected from this bill be 
designated to trim trees and provide a fund to reimburse residents for damages caused by roadside trees. 

The focus of Bill 35-12, Trees -Tree Canopy Conservation appears to be on minimizing "the loss and 
disturbance of tree canopy as a result of development." However, it does not provide a clear exemption 

. for all agricultural practices. Section 55-5 Exemptions reads "This Chapter does not apply to: any tree 
nursery activity performed with an approved Soil Conservation and Water Quality Plan as defined in 
Section 19-48;" We believe this first exemption should be amended to include any agricultural or 
conservation activity performed with an approved SCWQ Plan. 

Many Council Members attended the Farming at Metro's Edge conference last weekend. A recurring 
theme at this landmark event was that constant increases in regulation represent one of the biggest threats 
to the future prosperity of the Ag Reserve. These bills, along with the lack of tree maintenance along our 
rural roads, create an obstacle for many of the rural businesses and policies we strive to promote. Along 
our rural roadways, trees must be managed so they do not impede commerce, public safety, power 
reliability, or private property rights. 

I would like to thank the County Council for providing this opportunity to present our concerns on Bills 
41-12 and 35-12, and for their continued support for agriculture. We look forward to participating in the 
work sessions on these two bills. 

Cc: Council Members 
Jeremy Criss, Ag Services Division Manager 

@ 
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TIMOTHY DUGA.N . ATl'ORNEY 
3llU305228 'td\!gru":@shuhrtanmg~I~,ctlm 

November 28, 2012 
By Email 
Michael Faden~ Esq . 
. Ms. Amanda Mihill 
Montgomery County Council 
100 Maryland Avenue 
RockviHe~ Maryland 20850 

Re: BHl35-12 Trees· TreeCallopy Conservation 

Dear .Michael and Amanda: 

Please include my letter in the Record. Although I do not support the legislation, 
please consider the following: 

Di,qCH!{~j£)nCircle LineWs 
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6 120·150 Section 55-5 Exemptions 

The legislation should expressly provide tbat one of tile exemptions is 
, "forestand its related canopy that is subject to an approved forest 
conservation plan.1I Later, in Section 55-9, it provides that the 
mitigation fee does not apply to such areas. 

Section 55-5 lists the exemptions. I simply would add to the list: 

t"forest and its related canopy that is subject to an approved forest 
conservation plan" 

Section 55·9. Tree C-allOPYPee to Mitigate'bistur~-'W' "''*" 12 278·283 

Subparagraph (a) reads that "every reasonable effort should be made to 
minimize the cutting or clearing of trees ... If 

The legislation's provision is establishing not only a new procedure andf I 
a related fee but also a new substantive threshold to be satisfied before 
any affected tree may be removed. Stated another way, Montgomery 
County would be requiring that a developer not only identify the 
proposed tree canopy but also justity/evidence that "every reasonable 

'--~,.~.~., ._w,_._~,_ .w ef[~rt!l has b!!"e!~Jllade to minimize the (;utting or clearing, etc. The .
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+-------~~-----.--------------~~------------------------, reviewers at M-NCPPC andlor DPS will require a documented 

justification. They will reference this provision as having granted them 
the authorjty to determine whether or not the developer has indeed 
Justified/evidenced that all reasonable efforts to save the tree have been 
made. 

The universe oftrees that will be subject to the new threshold include 
all trees. That is, the detennination is not limited to specimen trees that 
are affected by a sediment and erosion control pennit The provision 
requires a justification involving any trees affected by a sediment and 
erosion control permit. 

In essence, I believe the provision will establish for all trees to be 
removed a justification process similar to processes such as: (1) a 
specimen tree variance application/procedure involving a sediment and 
erosion control permit; or (2) other justifications now required to justit} 
proposed tree removal involving a forest conservation plan. 

The provision allows for.a denial oftne sediment and erosion control 
permit even though a spec.imen tree or a forest is not involved, 

I suggest that Section 55~9(a) be eliminated. It is one burden to 
calculate the canopy and impose a fee) and, yet again, an exponentially 

!i 

bj 
,12-13 291-294 
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greater burden to impose a IIJ'ustification" threshold for aU trees, where, 
of course, the removal may be denied. 

In short, if the bi II is intended to impose a fee, then eliminate the other 
language that imposes more entitlement process. 

Section 55-9 Fee To Mitigate Disturbance 

Subparagraph (b) expressly provides that the mitigation fees are not to 
be imposed on Hforestand its related canopy that is subject to an 
approved forest conservation plan. 1t 

If Section 55-5 is amended and exempts "forest and its related canopy 
that is subject to an approved forest conservation plant! as I guggest~ 
then the language in Section 55-9 is unnecessary. 

Finally, I suggest that the deliberations address "grandfatheringll and 
that express .language be added. 

l"...................................t.....-..,,__............ _._., ..... __.__••_"_....."_~•.••.".,."._.__~_."•."•• w._.~_""_"".,,_~__..__~ .•"..."_~__.M.""._.•."...._.~ 
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Thank you for your consideration. Please call with your comments and questions, 

Very truly yours, 

Timothy Dugan 
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LINOWESI 
AND BLOCHER LLP 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

February 22, 2013 Stephell Z. Kaufman 
skauiman@linowcs-law.cQn1 
30L961,5156 

Phillip A.Hummel 
phumtnel@linowes-la·w.com 
30.1~961-5149 

Bv H~md DeliyerY 

Council President Nancy Navarro. Memher~ ofthe Transp6rtation~ Infrastructure, 
Energy & Environment Committ.ee•• mdall 
Cou.ndlmembers ofthe Montgomery County Council 
100 Maryland Avenue 
Rockville, Maryland 20850 

Re: Tri-:State Stone & Building Supply Inc. N_ Bills 35~I2 and 41..:12: 

Dear Council President Navarro andCouncilmembt>rs of the Montgomery County Council, 

Our client, Tri,.State Stone & Building Supply Inc., hereby submits this letter to comment 
on proposed Bill 35-12 (Trees - Tree Canopy Cnnservati01'l)and Bill 41~12 (Streets and Roads ~ 
Roadside Trees - Protection). Trl",State Stpne &. Building Supply opeJ:'<ites a quarry at 8200 
Seven Locks Rt)adin Bethesda and bas been fumilyo\;\'iled and operated since 19215. The 
purpose of this teiteI' is tl1support generally thee.xemptionln SectionS5;.5(i) .01' Bill 35-12 for 
non-coal surface miningllnd to clarify that it also coyer quarry operations. An additional 
purpose is to request that a spedfic exemption be added for qllarry operations to Section 49* 
36(b) of Bil141-12. . . . 

Bill 35:12 would require a pcrsonsubject to itsprovisjons to submit infomUitiort to the 

County regarding limits of tree canopy disturbance that documents the extent of existing tree 

canopy and the area of tree canopy to be disturbed by' the proposed activity. Bill 35-12 \~'ould 


also authorize a mitigation fee to compensate for the lossof~ or disturbance to, tree cruiopy. 

Under Bill j5~12, the County must not issue a sedimentcbntrol pennit until an applicant has had 

its limits of tree canopy disturbance approved and paid any required mitiga~ioIl fee. 


Ascurrcntly written,; Bm 35-12 does include a number of exemptions ~nd these do ~pply 


to~ among other things, "any non-coal surface mining conducted in accordance. w1tb applicable 

state law." § 55-5{i) of Bm 35w12. Similarly, the Countyls Forest Conservation Law currently 

exempts "none.oal surface mirling regulated lmder Title 7 of the Natunll Resources Article of the 


Y'L&B 2271100v I/12230.0002 
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Council President Nancy Navarro, Members ofthe Transportation,Infrastructure, 
Energy & Environment Committee, and all 
Councilmernbers ofthe Montgomery County C01IUcil 
Fehruary 2013 
Page 2 

Maryland Code.'" § 22A":5(1) of the Montgom.ery County Code, Tri-State Stone & Building 
Supply Inc. strongly supports this excmptionalld believes it sheuld remain if Hilt 35-12 i:;; 
adopted by the County CounciL To ensure that theexernpt1cm language covers ,quarries, Tri
State Stone & Building Supply requests that the exe.mption fromSection 55-5(1) ofBiU 35,,12 be 
ulllended as tblluws: "a.ny non~coal surface mining, including quarry operations, conducted in 
accordance with applicable state law," 

Unlike Montgpmery County's existing FQrest Conservation L::tw and proposed Bill 35~ 
12, Bill 41 .. 12 does not specificallycont~ullarelevant exemption forquarry operations. In order 
to achieve consistency with existing and proposed law, as wellasensnr~th~futureoperation and 
economic viability of Tri-State Stone & Building Supply, Bill 41-12 should be amended to 
incllldean exemption in Sectio1149~:36(b) for "aOVllOll-'Coal surt~!,;~ mining includiugquurrv 
operattQn~t This change would confbnn with the ForestCOI1Servation La\v undproposed Bill 
35*12 and prevent any harm to Trt*Stale Stone &, Building Supply's unclother local quarry 
operati(ms. 

As a. quarry, Tri-State Stone & Building Supply is currently subject to a number of State 
and County laws. These existing laws an:~sufficient to protect the \veU-being of the County 
while allowing an important activity that contribntes to the ecpnomic fabric of the community 
and provid~s. a desired service~ ,Thus, Tri-State Stone & BuHditlg Suppt~l supports the current 
exemption in Section 5S-5(i} of Bill 35-12 but believes it shoUld be clarified to e{)~"Ure that it 
covers quarry operations, AC1:ordingly, Tn-State Stone & Building Supply believc.$ Section 49
36(b) should be amended to include ,m exemption fur quarry operations~ \~'hicb is c.onsistent with 
the existing Forest Conservation Law and proposed am 35-J 2. 

i Title 7 of the Natural Resources Article ofthe Maryla.nd Code~ which regulated surface mining, 
was recoditled at Title 15 of the Environment Articleoi' the Maryland Godcin 1995. Chapter 
4&8, Laws of Maryland 1995. 

"'. L&H1271;:OOv I !l2130 00112 
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Coun~Hmembers of the Montgomety County Council 
Fehruary 22~ 2013 . 
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Please let USklll)W jfyou have uny qucstions,Weapprcciate the opportunity to comment 
on these two important hills and to have these comments included in the formal record of the 
proceedings. 

Sincerely, 

LINOWES AND BLOCHER LLP 

~~ 
.~JZ-J 


Phillip A Hununel 
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Different Approaches to Mitigating Tree Loss 


• Plant certain number of trees/canopy area based on property 
.

size 

• Fairfax, VA; Chesapeake, VA; Athens-Clarke County, GA 

• Forest Conservation Law fee-in-lieu 

• Counties and municipalities in MD 

• Pay, or plant certain number of trees, based on tree size 

• District of Columbia 

....... 

l\.) , 
j\..) 
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Determining the Tree Canopy Fee 
Factors to Consider 


Factor 1-The trees/canopy to be replaced 

Factor 2 - The cost to plant trees 

Factor 3 - Tree mortality, i.e., the number of trees that must be 
planted to have the desired number of living trees 

Factor 4 - The timeframe for consideration 

@ 
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Factor 2: The cost to plant trees 


• The cost to plant a tree is based on: 
• Optimal size of new tree 

• Cost of nursery stock 

• Cost of installation including mulching and staking 

• Deer protection 

• Aftercare including watering, fertilizing, corrective pruning, and 
removing stakes 

• Current price estimates include: 
• DOT street tree planting contract 

• Rainscapes tree canopy planting rebate program 

• Retail and wholesale nursery prices 

® 
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Factor 3: Tree mortality 


• The mortality rate of trees depends on a number of variable 
factors. Generally, mortality decreases with time since 
planting. 

• Quality of plant material 

• Size of plant material 

• Species Number 
oftrees 

• Planting technique surviving 

• Season of planting 

• Unusual weather conditions 

• Soil conditions 

• Quality and consistency of aftercare 
Time > 

® 
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Factor 3: Tree mortality 


1111=1111 
1111 

At the time of planting 

,~~~ "" --

10 years after planting 

-- ,~~~ "" 
5 years after planting 

,~~~ "" 
--

20 years after planting 

....... 

I\.> 
~ 
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Determining the Mitigation Fee 


E 
High 

• 	 Full replacement 

• 	 Maximum deterrent 

• 	 More options for credit 
for protection/planting 

) 

Low 

• 	 Partial replacement 

• 	 Minimal deterrent 

• 	 Fewer options for credit 
for protection/planting 

-
~ 
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Determining the Mitigation Fee' 


E ,. 

High Low 

Fee to cover full replacement 
of lost canopy 

Based on high FCL fee-in-lieu 
($5.00 @40,OOO sf) 

Based on County FCL fee-in-lieu 
($1.05 @40,OOO sf) 

® 
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Proposed Mitigation Fees 


From 

o 

10.001 ................. 

Increment 

.................................$9.~?§ 

..................................$.9.·..:?§ 

..................................$.9.~4§ 

.................................. $.9....§.§ 
..............................1.9.,.99.91...................................$.9:.9.§ 

..................................$.9...7.§ 

.. ................................$.9~.~.§ 
$0.95 ........ , ..... ,., ........ , ......... , ....... , ....... , .. 

$1.05 
,,.' ....................,, .................. , ........ . 

.............................4.9.1.991...............................§.§.1.99.Q .....................:............$.1...J§ 

..............................§.§.!.Q9.1...............................7.9.1.99.9 ..................................$.1..~?§ 
70,001 and above $1.35 

® 
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Size of lot (sq . ft.) 

Assessed Value 

Canopy within LOD (sq. ft .) 

Proposed Fee 

19,565 

$928,800 

1,385 

$346 
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2004 2008 Canopy within LOD 


Size of lot (sq. ft.) 13,819 13,819 

Assessed Value Unknown $1,991,800 

Canopy within LOD (sq. ft.) 5,490 1.272 

Proposed Fee 
-

$1,871 $318 

~ 
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1998 2011 Canopy within LOD 


Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3 

Size of lot (sq. ft.) 8,552 7,566 7,405 

Assessed Value $1,225,700 $1,314,700 $1,320,400 

Canopy within LOD (sq. ft.) 6,574 5,902 6,677 

Proposed Fee $2,416 $2,056 $2,472 

® 
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Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3 Lot 4 Lot 5 

Size of lot (sq. ft.) 12,878 12,578 11,225 10,763 13,223 

Assessed Value $1,394,600 $1,616,200 $1,581,500 $1,603,800 $1,709,500 

Canopy within LOD (sq, ft,) 8,689 8,871 4,822 5,335 8,202 

Proposed Fee $3,648 $3,766 $1,570 $1,801 $3,331 
- - 
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Tree and impervious cover change in U.s. cities 

DavidJ. Nowak", EricJ. Greenfield 
USDA Forest Service, Northern Research Station,S Moon Library, SUNY·ESP: Syracuse, NY 13210, United States 

ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT 

Keywords: 
City trees 
Ecosystem services 
forest monitoring 
Urban forestry 
Urban greening 
Urban trees 

Paired aerial photographs were interpreted to assess recent changes in tree. impervious and other cover 
types in 20 US, cities as well as urban land within the conterminous United States. National results 
indicate that tree cover in urban areas of the United States is on the decline at a rate of about 7900 ha/yr 
or 4.0 million trees per year. Tree cover in 17 of the 20 analyzed cities had statistically significant declines 
in tree cover, while 16 cities had statistically significant increases in impervious cover. Only one city 
(Syracuse, NY) had a statistically significant increase in tree cover. City tree cover was reduced, on average, 
by about 0.27 percent/yr, while impervious surfaces increased at an average rate ofabout 0.31 percent/yr. 
As tree cover provides a simple means to assess the magnitude of the overall urban forest resource. 
monitoring of tree cover changes is important to understand how tree cover and various environmental 
benefits derived from the trees may be changing. Photo-interpretation ofdigital aerial images can provide 
a simple and timely means to assess urban tree cover change to help cities monitor progress in sustaining 
desired urban tree cover levels. 

Published by Elsevier GmbH. 

Introduction 

Tree cover in cities is constantly changing due to various natural 
and anthropogenic forces. Natural forces for change include natural 
regeneration, tree growth and tree mortality from insects and dis
eases or old age. Anthropogenic factors that influence tree cover 
include tree planting and tree mortality or removal from either 
direct or indirect human actions such as development and air pollu
tion (Nowak, 1993). The combination of these factors through time 
determines existing and future tree cover levels. 

An important question for city managers is how their local tree 
cover is currently changing as present-day benefits derived from 
urban forests are related to the amount of tree cover in cities. As 
many urban forest ecosystem services are directly related to the 
amount of healthy and functioning leaves, tree cover becomes a 
simple measure of the extent of the urban forest and consequently 
the magnitude of services provided by the forest. To help sustain 
tree cover In cities, various city programs are planting large num
bers of trees (e.g., City of New York, 2011: City of Los Angeles. 
2011). protecting existing trees (e.g., Town of Chapel Hill. 2011: 
City of Pasadena, 2011) and developing tree canopy goals (e.g., City 
of Seattle, 2011: Maryland Department of Natural Resources, 2011). 

Though tree cover in cities is constantly changing, limited stud
ies have investigated how overall tree cover in cities has or is 

• Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 3154483212; fax: +1 3154483216. 

E-moil addresses: dnowak@fs.fed.l1s (D.). Nowak), ejgreenfield@fs.fed.us 


(E.J. Greenfield). 

changing. Nowak (1993) Illustrated through an analysis of histori
cal imagery and documents that the tree cover in Oakland, CA. has 
increased from a presettlement tree cover of approximately 2 per
cent in 1850s to 19 percent in 199 I. Land cover maps have been 
used to quantify how various cover classes have changed through 
time, but assessments of tree cover change within cities are lim
ited (e.g., Zhou et aI., 2008). In Seattle, tree cover was estimated to 
change from 22.5 percent in 2002 to 22.9 percent in 2007 by com
paring digital land cover maps developed from 0.6 m resolution 
imagery (Parlin, 2009). However, the accuracy ofthe map classifi
cation is unknown and comparing cover maps to estimate change 
can lead to false changes due to misclassification of cover types on 
either map. 

Various land cover change analyses have been conducted using 
satellite-based approaches. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro
radiometer (MODIS) data (250-m) and Landsat data (30-m) have 
and are being used to estimate changes in land cover and imper
vious surface cover (e.g., Yang et a\.. 2003: Lunetta et aI., 2006: 
U.S. EPA, 2011). MODIS data (SOO-m) also has the ability to esti
mate change in percent tree cover across the globe (Hansen et al.. 
2003: Schwarz et aL. 2006). These satellite-based approaches have 
limitations based on image resolution and inaccuracies of image 
classifications. Photo-interpretation of high resolution images to 
detect cover changes has the ability to overcome these limita
tions, but lacks the ability to develop detailed comprehensive cover 
change maps. 

Trees and impervious surfaces provide numerous ecosystem 
services and values to a community. but also have various economic 
or environmental costs. Trees provide various benefits associated 

1618-86671$ - see front matter. PUblished by Elsevier GmbH. 
dol: 1 0.1 0 16fj.ufug.20 11.11.005 
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with air and water quality, building energy conservation, cooler air 
temperatures, reductions in ultraviolet radiation, and many other 
environmental and social benefits (e.g., Dwyer et aI., 1992; Kuo and 
Sullivan, 2001; Westphal, 2003; Wolf, 2003; Nowak and Dwyer, 
2007). Costs associated with trees are both economic (e.g., planting 
and maintenance and increased building energy costs) and envi
ronmental (e.g., pollen and volatile organic compound emissions) 
(Nowak and Dwyer, 2007). 

Likewise. impervious cover plays an important role in the land
scape, particularly in urban areas. These surfaces, such as roads, 
buildings. sidewalks. and parking lots. facilitate transportation 
and provide shelter, but also can negatively impact the environ
ment Increased impervious surfaces enhance local temperatures 
and heat islands (Oke, 1989; Heisler and Brazel, 2010). which 
consequently affects building energy use. human comfort and 
health, ozone production, and pollutant emissions in cities. In 
addition. impervious surfaces significantly affect urban hydrology 
(e.g., stream flow and water quality) (e.g .• U.S. EPA, 1983; National 
Research Council, 2008). 

As development occurs in forests. tree cover will decrease 
to make space for buildings and other impervious surfaces. In 
non-forest regions. tree cover can increase due to urbanization 
(unpublished data). Thus, urbanization as a process will alter 
regional tree cover. As tree cover changes in cities, so will the 
associated ecosystem services and their effects on environmental 
quality and human health. Unfortunately. within existing cities, 
rates and direction of change in tree and impervious cover are 
largely unknown. This paper investigates tree and impervious cover 
change in urban areas and select cities across the United States 
using a simple and repeatable measure that can be used worldwide 
where paired multi-year digital aerial imagery exists. The objec
tive of this paper is to determine the current direction and rate of 
tree and impervious cover change in U.S. cities to help guide cities 
in sustaining desired tree cover levels and associated ecosystem 
services. 

Methods 

To determine the percent tree/shrub cover (hereafter referred 
to as tree cover or canopy) and impervious cover change in cities in 
the United States, 20 cities from across the nation were selected 

Table 1 

(Table 1). Some cities were selected based on existing projects 
(Syracuse. NY; Baltimore. MD; Spokane. WA). Other cities were 
selected by picking major cities scattered throughout the contermi
nous United States where paired imagery could be obtained. Two 
cities were specifically selected to determine the effect of recent 
suspected tree cover change: (1) New Orleans. I.A (effect of 2005 
Hurricane Katrina). and (2) Detroit. MI (effect of recent infestation 
of emerald ash borer (Agrilus pianipennis)). For each city. paired 
digital aerial photographs were obtained for the most recent date 
possible and imagery as close to 5 yr prior to the most current date 
as possible. 

In 18 ofthe 20 cities, 1000 random points were laid and inter
preted across the city to provide a maximum standard error of 1.6 
percent if all points are classified (Lindgren and McElrath, 1969). 
In two cities. more points were laid and interpreted (Baltimore: 
2500 points; Spokane, WA: 2000 points). City geographic bound
aries were determined using census incorporated or designated 
places boundaries (U.s. Census Bureau, 2007). Each point was laid 
in the same geographic position on both sets oftemporal images in 
the city. and paired image interpretation was conducted (i.e .. inter
preter classified each point pair by contrasting and classifying the 
image points in sequenceJ. In cases of misregistration of the image 
or point. the interpreter corrected the point location to ensure the 
exact same location was interpreted. For example. sometimes the 
points would shift position slightly between images due to issues 
of image misregistration.ln these cases, the interpreter moved the 
point on the most recent image back to the position on the oldest 
image to make the interpretation of change at the same point on 
both images. 

In some cases, not all of the points could be classified. Non
classification occurred when one of the images were missing part 
of the city area (incomplete imagery) or had cloud cover. All cities 
had greater than 97.2 percent of the points interpreted. As some 
cities have substantial amounts of water within their city boundary 
(Table 1), cover estimates were only based on points that were not 
classified as water in both years. That is. permanent water points 
were deleted from the sample so that cover estimates were based 
on city land area. not city total area, 

For the photo-interpretation, trained photo interpreters with 
experience interpreting leaf-off and leaf-on imagery classified 
each point as to either: trees/shrubs (woody vegetation), grass 

Resolution and year ofimagery for 20 analy~ed cities. Percent of city area classified as water in both years (%Water) was removed from analysis so that cover estimates could 
be based on land area. Human population density change (if/ha) between year 1 and year 2 is based on U.S. Census estimates (1). 

City Year I Re.s.' (m) Leaf on/off Year 2 Res:' (m) %Water II Change (#fha) 

Albuquerque, NM 2006 0.15 Off 2009 On 100 0.2 998 0.6 
Atlanta, GA 2005 2 On 2009 On 99.5 0.4 991 1.7 
Baltimore. MD 2001 1 On 2005 On 99.9 12.6 2184 -0.2 
Boston, MA 2003 1 On 2008 On 99.9 13.6 863 2.3 
Chicago.IL 2005 2 On 2009 On 100 0.8 992 0.5 
Denver, CO 2005 1 On 2009 On 100 1.6 984 1.2 
Detroit. MI 2005 1 On 2009 On 99.9 0.3 996 -0.3 
Houston. TX 2004 1 On 2009 On 99.5 1.6 979 1.4 
Kansas City, MO 2003 On 2009 1 On 100 1.5 985 0.4 
Los Angeles. CA 2005 On 2009 1 On 100 0.2 998 0.3 
Miami. FL 2003 1 On 2009 0.3 On 100 9.3 907 6.3 
Minneapolis. MN 2003 1 On 2008 1 On 98.9 7.1 919 0.3 
Nashville. TN 2003 0.15 Off 2008 0.15 Off 100 0.7 993 0.3 
New Orleans. LA 2005 2 On 2009 1 On 97.2 38.4 563 -2.1 
New York. NY 2004 0.15 On 2009 1 On 98.1 2.9 953 2.8 
Pittsburgh. PA 2004 1 On 2008 1 On 99.5 4.8 947 -0.6 
Portland, OR 2005 On 2009 On 100 1.6 984 1.0 
Spokane, WA 2002 0.15 On 2007 0.15 On 100 1.0 1980 0.3 
Syracuse, NY 2003 0.3 Off 2009 0.3 Off 99.6 2.0 976 -0.7 
Tacoma, WA 2001 0.15 On 2005 0.15 On 100 8.6 914 -0.1 

• Image (pixel) resolution. 
b Percent of original points (land and water) that were able to be classified on both images. n - sample size - number of points not classified as permanent water points 

(classified as water in both years). 
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or herbaceous cover, bare soil, water, impervious (buildings), 
impervious (roads), or impervious (other). For the analysis of 
Albuquerque, NM, only, an eighth class of scrubfshrub was added 
due to the different vegetation cover morphology of that region. 
This class was included in the treefshrub cover classification, but 
the scrub/shrub class results were also reported separately. Within 
Syracuse, which was one of the first cities analyzed, impervious 
other and impervious road categories were combined by the 
interpreter as was the grassfherbaceous and soil categories. In 
subsequent city analyses these categories were separated. 

In interpreting change from aerial imagery, image parallax (tall 
objects appearing to lean on the image) and seasonal changes can 
appear to cause changes, but in fact are not actual changes. In these 
cases the interpreter could use judgment to determine if actual 
change did occur. In cases of tall object parallax, the interpreter's 
classification was based on the oldest image and if there was no 
change, both dates of imagery were classified the same. For exam
ple, tall objects (e.g., buildings and trees) may lean to the left in the 
first image, but lean to the right in the second image and a point 
may land on the object in the first image, but miss the object in 
the second image. The point classification would appear to change 
class, but no actual change would have occurred. Also agricultural 
fields can change cover class depending on time of year (herbaceous 
cover vs. bare soil depending upon time of imagery). These types 
of seasonal changes were classified as no change and classified as 
herbaceous cover. By conducting paired-point image analysis, the 
interpreter can correct these false changes to no change in the anal
ysis. A five-percent random sample of points was reinterpreted 
by another photo-interpreter to checl< for classification accuracy. 
Overall, the two interpreters were in agreement on 97 percent of 
the classifications. 

Within each city, the percentage of each cover class (p) was 
calculated as the number of sample points (x) hitting the cover 
attribute divided by the total number of interpretable sample 
points (n) within the area of analysis (p=x/n). The standard error of 
the estimate (5£) was calculated as 5£ = Jp x (1 - p)fn (Lindgren 
and McElrath, 1969). This method has been used to assess canopy 
cover in many cities (e.g., Nowal< et aI., 1996). 

If changes in cover classes were observed at any point on the 
image then it is known that cover classes are changing within the 
city (i.e., no statistical test is needed to determine if change is 
greater than zero). However, as a cover class can both gain and lose 
cover through time and space, the McNemar test (Sol<al and Rohlf, 
2003) was used to determine if the net change in cover was differ
ent from zero (alpha levels 0.90 and 0.95). Pearson product moment 
correlation was used to test for a relationship between change in 
percent tree cover and change in population density among the 18 
cities. 

As the overall time frame of change in cover varied among 
cities from between 3 and 6yr, change results were annualized 
for comparative purposes among cities. Results were combined 
with city area and population data from the year of the oldest 
photo date (U.S. Census Bureau. 2011) to determine actual tree and 
impervious cover change (ha) and cover change per capita in each 
city. Results of percent change were reported as absolute change 
(percent of city area that changed = cover change/city area) and rel
a tive change (percent of existing cover class that changed = cover 
changeforiginal cover area). For example. a city with 30 percent 
tree cover that changed to 20 percent tree cover would have a 10 
percent absolute change. but a 33 percent relative change. 

As the 20 analyzed cities are not a truly random sample. an anal
ysis of change in tree and impervious cover in urban areas across the 
conterminous United States was conducted using Google Earth® 
(Coogle, 2011) imagery to determine the relative magnitude of net 
change in urban tree and impervious cover. Urban land was defined 
based on population density as delimited using the u.s. Census 

Bureau's (2007) definition: all territory, population. and housing 
units located within urbanized areas or urban clusters. Urbanized 
area and urban cluster boundaries encompass densely settled ter
ritories, which are described by one of the following: 

• one or more block groups or census blocks with a population 
density of at least 386.1 peoplefl<m2 (1000 peoplefmile2 ), 

• surrounding census blocks with a minimum population density 
of 193.1 people/l<m2 (500 people/mile2), or 

• less densely settled blocks that form enclaves or indentations, or 
are used to connect discontinuous areas. 

In the conterminous United States, 1000 points randomly 
located within urban land were interpreted based on paired 
imagery from Google using the images with the most recent date 
and the next oldest interpretable imagery with the goal of trying 
to get the second set of imagery about 5 yr apart from the first set. 
Imagery date along with cover class was recorded for each point. 
This type of analysis of change with Google imagery has varying 
date issues that were not encountered with the paired city imagery, 
but does give a general indication of direction and magnitude of 
change nationally. Analysis of Google imagery was similar to the 
city imagery in terms of non-interpretable images and adjusting for 
misregistered images. However. Google imagery could also not be 
interpreted in some locations due to poor image resolution. Overall. 
97 percent ofthe points could be interpreted using Google imagery. 

Results 

Of the 20 cities analyzed. tree cover ranged from 53.9 percent in 
Atlanta to 9.6 percent in Denver; building impervious cover ranged 
from 27.1 percent in Chicago to 4.8 percent in Kansas City; road 
and other impervious cover ranged from 36.2 percent in Miami to 
12.3 percent in Nashville; and total impervious cover varied from 
61.1 percent in New York City to 17.7 percent in Nashville (Table 2). 
Two cover classes - treefshrub and bare soil generally exhibited a 
reduction in percent cover, while the other land classes generally 
exhibited an increase in cover. 

Change in tree cover during the varying periods of analysiS 
ranged from reduction in percent tree cover of -9.6 in New Orleans 
to an increase in percent tree cover of 1.0 in Syracuse (Table 3). 
Nineteen of the 20 cities analyzed showed a reduction in tree 
cover, 17 of those cities had a statistically significant net reduc
tion. Average change was calculated for all 20 cities and for 18 
cities - excluding the two cities (New Orleans and Detroit) that 
were targeted due to an expected loss in tree cover. Percent tree 
cover dropped on average by 1.1 percent during the varying peri
ods of analysis (1.5 percent for 20 city average) with the greatest 
decreases in percent tree cover in New Orleans (-9.6 percent). 
Houston (-3.0 percent) and Albuquerque (-2.7 percent). The rel
ative reduction in tree cover was as high as -29.2 percent in New 
Orleans. but averaged -3.8 percent (-5.0 percent for 20 city aver
age). 

Cities with the greatest annual loss in tree cover were New 
Orleans (average of -1120 ha/yr). Houston (-890 ha/yr) and Albu
querque (-420 ha/yr) (Table 3). Tree cover losses per capita 
were greatest in New Orleans ( -24.6 m2fpersonfyr). Albuquerque 
(-8.3 m2fpersonfyr) and Nashville (-5.3 m2 fperson/yr) with an 
average loss of -1.9 m2/person/yr (-3.0 m2 /personfyr for 20 
city average). Average annual loss in percent tree cover was 
-0.27 percentfyr (-0.37percentfyr for 20 city average). Relative 
annual loss in tree cover was -0.90 percent/yr (-1.29 percent/yr 
for 20 city average). Loss of tree cover was slightly correlated 
to increased population density in the 18 cities (Pearson product 
moment correlation coefficient (r) = -0.31). 
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Table :2 

Change of percent of city land area occupied by various cover classes in 20 U.S. cities. 


City 1st year cover class 2nd year cover class 1st year 

--------------------------~--------
Grass/herb' Tree/shrub Imp, bldg" Imp. road" other" Water Soil Total SE 

Albuquerque. NM (2006-2009), Grass/herb 8.8 0.1 0.1 0,0 0.1 0.0 0,0 9,1 0.9 
Tree/shrub 0.4 3S.0 0.0 0,0 0,4 0.0 2.0 40,8 1.6 
Imp. bldg 0,1 0,0 11.9 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 12.0 1.0 
Imp, road 0,0 0.0 0.0 9.4 0,0 0,0 0,0 9,4 0.9 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 13.9 0,0 0,0 13,9 1.1 

Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
Soil 0.4 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.5 0,0 13.0 14,7 1.1 

2nd year total 9.7 3S.1 12.5 9.7 14.9 0.0 15.0 
2nd yearSE 0.9 1.5 1.0 0,9 1.1 0.0 1.1 
Net (2006-2009) 0.6 -2.7 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.3 

Atlanta, GA (2005-2009) Grass/herb 15,1 0.4 0.1 0,0 0,3 0,0 0.6 16.5 1.2 
Tree/shrub 1.0 51.6 0.4 0,1 0.3 0.0 0.5 53,9 1.6 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 9.6 0,0 0,1 0,0 0,1 9.8 0.9 
Imp. road 0,0 0.0 0.0 7.4 0,0 0.0 0,0 7.4 0.8 
Imp. other 0,0 0.0 0.1 0,0 9.2 0.0 0.0 9.3 0.9 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 1.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0,0 1.1 3,1 0.6 

2nd year total 17.5 52.1 lOA 7.7 10.1 0,0 2.3 
2nd yearSE 1.2 1.6 1.0 0.8 1.0 0,0 0.5 
Net (2005-2009) 0.9 -1.8 0.6 0.3 a,s 0.0 -0,8 

Baltimore, MD (2001-2005) Grass/herb 22.2 0.1 0.2 0,0 0.7 0,0 0.3 23.5 0.9 
Tree/shrub 0.9 28.4 004 0,1 0.5 0,0 0,1 30.4 1.0 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 15.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.3 15.6 0.8 
Imp, road 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.9 0.0 0,0 0.0 11.0 0,7 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16,S 0,0 0.2 17.1 0.8 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.1 0.0 03 0.0 0.3 0,0 1.6 2.3 03 

2nd year total 23.2 28.5 16.3 11.0 IS.5 0,0 2.5 
2nd year SE 0,9 1.0 0,8 0.7 O.S 0,0 0,3 
Net (2001-2005) -0.4 -1.9 0,7 0.0 13 0.0 0.2 

Boston:MA (2003-2008) Grass/herb 17.S 0.5 0,1 0.0 0.6 0,0 0.1 19.1 1.3 

Tree/shrub 0.6 27.1 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.0 0,2 2S.9 1.5 
Imp. bldg 0.1 0.0 16.5 0,0 0,1 0,0 0,0 16.7 1.3 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 12,5 0.0 0,0 0,0 12.5 1.1 
Imp. other 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 IS.4 0.0 0,0 19.0 1.3 
Water 0.1 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.7 O.S 0.3 
Soil 0.5 0.1 0,1 0,1 0.5 0.0 1.7 3.0 0,6 

2nd year total 19.4 27.9 173 13,0 19,7 0.0 2,8 
2nd year SE 13 1.5 1.3 1,1 1.4 0.0 0.6 
Net (2003-2008) 0.2 -0.9 0,6 0.5 0,7 -a,s -0.2 

Chicago, IL (2005-2009) Grass/herb 20.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.3 0.1 0,4 20.8 1.3 

Tree/shrub 0.3 18.0 0.1 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.1 IS.5 1.2 
Imp, bldg 0.4 0.0 26.5 0,0 0.1 0,0 0.1 27,1 1.4 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0,0 12.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 12,1 1.0 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 19,1 0,0 0.0 19.3 1.3 
Water 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,1 2.0 2.2 0.5 

2nd year total 20.7 18.0 26.8 12.1 19.6 0,2 2.6 
2nd year SE 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.3 0.1 0.5 
Net (2005-2009) -0.1 -0.5 -03 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 

Denver, CO (2005-2009) Grass/herb 41.1 0.0 0.1 0,0 0.3 0.0 0.9 42.4 1.6 
Tree/shrub 0,1 9.6 0,1 0.0 0,1 0,0 0.0 9.9 1.0 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 12,8 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.1 12.9 1.1 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0,1 12.5 0,0 0.0 0.0 12.6 1.1 
Imp. other 0.2 0.0 0.2 0,1 13,9 0.0 0,1 14.5 1.1 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
Soil O.S 0.0 0.1 0,1 1.0 0.2 5.5 7.7 0.9 

2nd year total 42.2 9.6 1304 12,7 15,3 0,2 6.6 
2nd yearSE 1.6 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.1 0,1 0.8 
Net (2005-2009) -0.2 -03 0.5 0.1 O.S 0.2 -1.1 

Detroit, MI (2005-2009) Grass/herb 27.9 0.1 0,0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 28.5 1.4 
Tree/shrub 0.1 223 0,1 0.2 004 0.0 0.1 23.2 1.3 
Imp, bldg 0.1 0.0 17,1 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 17.2 1.2 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0,0 14,7 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.7 1.1 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

City tst YC.:'H cover class 2nd year cover class 1st year 

bldg!> Imp. road' Imp.otherd Water Soil Total SE 

Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 14.5 0.0 0.0 14.6 1.1 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.2 1.9 0.4 

2nd year total 28.3 22.5 17.4 14.9 15.4 0.0 1.6 
2nd yearSE 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.4 
Net (2005-2009) -0.2 -0.7 02 0.2 0.8 0.0 -0.3 

Houston. TX (2004-2009) Grass/herb 28.7 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 02 0.2 30.1 1.5 
Tree/shrub 1.4 27.4 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.8 30.3 1.5 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 13.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 13.7 1.1 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.0 1.0 
Imp. other 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 11.8 0.0 0.1 12.2 1.0 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.2 1.7 0.4 

2nd year total 30.6 27.4 14.4 12.1 12.7 0.3 2.6 
2nd yearSE 1.5 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.2 0.5 
Net (2004-2009) 0.5 -3.0 0.7 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.8 

Kansas City. MO (2003-2009) Grass/herb 48.5 0.5 02 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.3 50.7 1.6 
Tree/shrub 1.1 27.5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 29.2 1.4 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 4.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 4.8 0.7 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 0.8 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 6.8 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.8 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 1.0 1.9 0.4 

2nd year total 49.8 28.0 5.0 6.8 8.4 0.1 1.8 
2nd year SE 1.6 1.4 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.1 0.4 
Net (2003-2009) -0.8 -1.2 0.2 0.5 1.3 0.1 -0.1 

los Angeles. CA (2005-2009) Grass/herb 21.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 21.8 1.3 
Tree/shrub 0.4 20.6 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 21.5 1.3 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 21.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 21.2 1.3 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.7 1.1 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 15.8 0.0 0.1 16.3 1.2 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0 3.1 4.3 0.6 

2nd year total 21.7 20.6 22.4 14.9 16.7 0.0 3.5 
2nd year SE 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.2 0.0 0.6 
Net (2005-2009) -0.1 -0.9 1.2 0.2 0.4 0.0 -0.8 

Miami. FL (2003-2009) Grass/herb 142 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.1 15.3 1.2 
Tree/shrub 1.1 21.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 23.3 1.4 
Imp. bldg 0.3 0.0 23.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 23.9 1.4 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 1.3 
Imp. other 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.0 17.0 0.0 0.1 18.1 1.3 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.0 1.4 0.4 

2nd year total 15.9 21.6 24.8 18.3 17.9 0.1 1.4 
2nd yearSE 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 0.1 OA 
Net (2003-2009) 0.6 -1.7 0.9 0.3 -0.2 0.1 0.0 

Minneapolis. MN (2003-2008) Grass/herb 18.6 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.4 19.6 1.3 
Tree/shrub 1.0 33.7 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 35.1 1.6 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 14.4 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 14.6 1.2 
Imp. road 0.0 0.1 0.0 12.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.4 1.1 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 15.6 0.0 0.0 15.9 1.2 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 02 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 1.7 2.4 0.5 

2nd year total 19.8 34.1 14.9 12.5 16.2 0.2 2.3 
2nd yearSE 1.3 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.2 0.2 0.5 
Net (2003-2008) 0.2 -1.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 -0.1 

Nashville. TN (2003-2008) Grass/herb 28.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 292 1.4 
Tree/shrub 0.7 49.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.5 51.1 1.6 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.7 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 0.7 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.7 0.0 0.0 6.7 0.8 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.9 1.9 0.4 

2nd year total 29.4 49.8 5.8 5.9 7.2 0.1 1.7 
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Table 2 (Continued) 
----------------------------------------_.._-_. 

City 15t ye,lr cover class 2nd ye.1I' cover class I Sf year 

----------------------------
other" Water Soil Total SE 

2nd year SE 1.4 1.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.4 
Net (2003-2008) 02 -1.2 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.1 -0.2 

New Orleans, LA (2005-2009) Grass/herb 22.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.7 24.0 1.8 
Tree/shrub 6.6 23.3 0.0 0.9 1.1 0.4 0.7 32.9 2.0 
Imp. bldg 1.4 0.0 14.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.4 lS.7 1.6 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.5 1.5 
Imp. other 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.1 0.0 0.0 9.2 1.2 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.4 1.8 0.6 

2nd year total 31.1 23.3 14.6 IS.3 10.8 0.7 3.2 
2nd year SE 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.6 1.3 0.4 0.7 
Net (2005-2009) 7.1 -9.6 -2.1 0.9 1.6 0.7 1.4 

New York. NY (2004-2009) Grasslherb 14.9 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.6 IS.6 1.2 
Tree/shrub 1.2 19.3 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 20.9 1.3 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 24.4 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 24.6 1.4 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 IS.1 1.2 
Imp. other 0.0 03 0.2 0.1 18.5 0.0 0.0 19.1 1.3 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Soil 0.5 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.8 2.7 0.5 

2nd year total 16.6 19.7 25.2 16.4 19.5 0.1 2.5 
2nd year SE 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.3 0.1 0.5 
Net (2004-2009) 0.0 -1.2 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.0 -0.2 

Pittsburgh, PA (2004-2008) Grass/herb 16.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 17.1 1.2 
Tree/shrub 0.2 41.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.9 1.6 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 14.7 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 14.9 1.2 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 13.4 1.1 
Imp. other 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 I1.S 0.0 0.0 11.7 1.0 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.0 0.3 

2nd year total 17.2 41.6 14.9 13.3 11.8 0.0 1.2 
2nd year SE 1.2 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.0 0.3 
Net (2004-2008) 0.1 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 

Portland, OR (2005-2009) Grass/herb 21.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.2 22.7 1.3 
Tree/shrub 0.7 30.4 0.1 0.0 03 0.0 0.0 31.5 1.5 
Imp. bldg 0.2 0.1 14.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.7 1.1 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 1.1 
Imp. other 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 15.8 0.0 0.0 16.0 1.2 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.0 1.2 2.6 0.5 

2nd year total 23.0 30.9 15.1 12.7 16.9 0.0 1.4 
2nd year SE 13 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.2 0.0 0.4 
Net (2005-2009) 0.3 -0.6 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.0 -1.2 

Spokane, WA (2002-2007) Grass/herb 24.0 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.0 1.7 27.1 1.0 
Tree/shrub 0.5 20.6 02 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.1 22.4 0.9 
Imp. bldg 0.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 12.1 0.7 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 11.1 0.7 
Imp. other 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.5 0.0 0.1 10.S 0.7 
Water 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 
Soil 1.3 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.7 0.0 13.6 16.7 0.8 

2nd year total 25.9 21.8 12.8 11.4 11.6 0.0 IS.5 
2nd year 5E 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.8 
Net (2002-2007) -1.2 -0.6 0.8 0,3 1.0 -0.1 -0.2 

Syracuse, NY (2oo3-2009)r Grass/herb 21.7 1.6 0.1 0.6 na 0.0 na 24.1 1.4 
Tree/shrub 0.5 25.0 0.1 0.3 na 0.0 na 25.9 1.4 
Imp. bldg 0.7 0.0 18.9 0.1 na 0.0 na 19.7 1.3 
Imp. road 0.6 0.3 0.2 29.2 oa 0.0 na 30.3 1.5 
Imp. other na na na na na 0.0 na oa na 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil na na nJ na na 0.0 na na na 

2nd year total 23.6 26.9 19.3 30.2 na 0.0 na 
2nd year SE 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.5 na 0.0 Oa 

Net (2003-2009) -0.5 1.0 -0.4 -0.1 na 0.0 na 

Tacoma, WA(2001-200S) Grass/herb 24.8 1.2 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.0 0.1 27.1 1.5 
Tree/shrub 1.8 213 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.4 24.4 1.4 
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Table 2 (Continued) 
---_._

City 1 5t YC.1r cover cl,\ss 2nd ye,\! cover class 1st year 

Grass/berb' Tree/shrub Imp. bldg" Imp. road' Imp.otherd Water Soil Total SE 

Imp. bldg 0.2 0.0 13.2 0.0 0.3 0,0 0,2 14.0 1.1 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 1.1 
Imp. other 0,0 0.1 0.1 0.1 13.8 0,0 0.1 14.2 1.2 
Water 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Soil 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 2,0 0.3 3.4 7,8 0,9 

2nd year total 28,1 23.0 13.9 12.8 17.6 0.3 4.3 
2nd year SE 1.5 1.4 1.1 1,1 1.3 0.2 0.7 
Net (2001-2005) 1.0 -1.4 -0,1 0.3 3.4 0.3 -3.5 

Average 20 citiesg Grass/herb 23.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.4 24.3 na 
Tree/shrub 1.1 27.8 0,2 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.4 29.9 na 
Imp. bldg 0.2 0.0 15.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0,1 15.6 na 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.1 0,0 0.0 0.0 12.1 na 
Imp. other 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 13.6 0.0 0.0 13.9 na 
Water 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.1 na 
Soil 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 3.0 4.3 na 

2nd year total 24.7 28.2 15.9 12.3 14.8 0.1 4.0 
2nd year SE na na na na na na na 
Average net 0.5 -1.5 0.3 0.3 0.8 0,1 -0.3 

Average 18 cities" Grass/herb 22.7 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.4 24.0 na 
Tree/shrub 0.8 28.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.4 30.0 na 
Imp. bldg 0.1 0.0 15.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0,1 15.4 na 
Imp. road 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.7 na 
Imp. other 0.1 0.1 0.2 0,0 13.8 0.0 0.0 14.2 na 
Water 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.1 na 
Soil 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 3.2 4.6 na 

2nd year total 24.2 28.8 15.9 12.0 15,0 0.1 4.2 
2nd year SE na na na na na na na 
Average net 0.1 -1.1 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.0 -0.4 

Sf standard error, Net - net difference between the years (2nd year - 1st year). 
, Grass and other herbaceous ground cover. 
b Impervious cover occupied by buildings. 
C Impervious cover occupied by roads, 
d Other impervious cover (e.g.. sidewalks, driveways, and parking lots). 
e Scrub/shrub/chaparral was a cover class only measured in Albuquerque. NM. and is included in tree/shrub cover. This cover class occupied 31.6 percent of the city area 

in 2006 and dropped to 29.4 percent in 2009. a loss of 2.2 percent of the city area. 
r Soil cover is included in grass and herbaceous cover; impervious other is included in impervious road. 
i Results from Syracuse are not included in average of grass/herbaceous. impervious road. impervious other or soil (see table footnote f). 
, Average result not including New Orleans or Detroit as these cities were specifically selected due to expected losses from hurricane and emerald ash borer damage 

respectively. Results from Syracuse are not included in average of grass/herbaceous. impervious road, impervious other or soil (see table footnote f). 

Most of the loss of tree cover converted to grass/herbaceous 
cover( 47 percent). followed by conversions to impervious cover (29 
percent) and bare soil (23 percent) (Table 2). Likewise. new cover 
most often converted from grass/herbaceous cover (68 percent). 
followed by impervious cover (17 percent) and bare soil (14 per
cent). Only one city (Syracuse) exhibited an overall increase in tree 
cover. with most of this increase coming from grass/herbaceous 
cover. 

Change in percent impervious cover during the varying peri
ods of analysis ranged from an increase of 3.6 percent in Tacoma 
to a decrease in percent impervious cover of -0.5 in Syracuse 
(Table 3). Seventeen of the 20 cities analyzed showed an increase 
in net impervious cover. 16 of those cities had a statistically 
Significant increase. Four Cities exhibited small changes in net 
impervious cover that were not statistically significant from zero 
(Syracuse. Chicago. Pittsburgh. New Orleans). Percent impervious 
cover increased on average by 1.4 percent during the varying peri
ods of analysiS (1.3 percent for 20 city average) with the greatest 
increases in percent impervious cover in Tacoma (3.6 percent), Bal
timore (2.1 percent) and Kansas City and Spokane (2.0 percent 
each). The relative increase in impervious cover was as high as 11.2 
percent in Kansas City. but averaged 3.9 percent (3.7 percent for 20 
city average). 

Cities with the greatest annual increase in impervious cover 
were Los Angeles (average of 550 ha/yr). Houston (400 ha/yr) and 
Albuquerque (280 hafyr) (Table 3). Impervious cover increases per 
capita were greatest in Tacoma (6.0m2 /person/yr). Kansas City 
(s.9m2/person/yr) and Albuquerque (s.5m2/person/yr) with an 
average increase of 2.2 m2 /person/yr (2.1 m:! /person/yr for 20 city 
average). Average annual increase in percent impervious cover 
was 0.31 percent/yr (O.30percent/yr for 20 city average). Rel
ative annual increase in impervious cover was 0.87 percent/yr 
(0.82 percent/yr for 20 city average). 

The analysis of the 20 cities shows a general loss in tree cover and 
increase in impervious cover in the mid to late 2000s. This overall 
trend of change was also exhibited in the results of national urban 
land cover change using Google Earth imagery. Of the 1000 ran
dom paired-points laid throughout the conterminous urban United 
States. 970 points were interpretable, with average length oftime 
between points of 6.4 yr. The most recent imagery had an aver
age year of 2009. but ranged between 2004 and 2011. The older 
paired image year averaged 2002 with a range of 1990-2006. Tree 
cover increases between images averaged 2.1 percent (SE = 0.5 per
cent) with average losses of -2.3 percent (SE=O.5 percent) for an 
average net change in tree cover of -0.2 percent Impervious cover 
increases between images averaged 3.2 percent (SE = 0.6 percent) 
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Table 3 
Percent net and annualized net absolute and relative tree and impervious cover change in 20 U.S. cities. Absolute percent change is based on city land area between the years 
(percent of city land in year 1 minus percent of city land in year 2). Relative percent change is based on amount of cover in year I (percent of city in year 1 minus percent 
of city in year 2 divided by percent of city in year 1). Annualized change is percent change during time period on an annual basis. Per capita change estimates are based on 
population in the first year of analysis.- -_._-_...__.__.._---------_.-.----------_._.._--------_._-----_._----..~~-----.. 

City Net 

Absolutec
-

hange 
"~-~-----. 

Relative change 

Tree cover change 

halyr' m2Icap/yr" 

Impervi

ha/yr' 

ous cover change 

m2/cap/yr" 

Annualized net 
-.~--. 

Absolute change 

._._-----_.....

------- 
Relative change 

Tree' Tree' Imp? Tree<l Imp." 

New Orleans. LA (2005-2009) -9.6" 0.4 -29.2" 0.9 -1120 -24.6 40 0.9 -2.49 0.09 -S.27 0.21 
Houston. TX (2004-2009) -3.0" 1.3" -9.8" 3.5" -890 -43 400 1.9 -0.60 0.26 -2.03 0.69 
Albuquerque, NM (2006-2009) -2.7" 1.8" -6.6" 5.1 -420 -8.3 280 5.5 -0.91 0.60 -2.26 1.67 
Baltimore. MD (2001-2005) -1.9" 2.]" -6.3" 4.7" -100 -1.5 110 1.7 -0.48 0.51 -1.62 1.16 
Atlanta. GA (2005-2009) -1.8" 1.7" -3.4" 6.5" -150 -3.1 150 3.1 -0.46 0.43 -0.85 1.58 
Miami, FL(2003-2009) -If' 1.0' -7.1" 1.7' -30 -0.8 20 0.5 -0.28 0.16 -1.22 0.27 
Tacoma, WA (2001-2005) -1.4" 3.6" -5.8" 8.9" -50 -2.6 117 6.0 -0.36 0.89 -1.49 2.15 
Kansas City, MO (2003-2009) -1.2" 2.0" -4.2" 11.2" -160 -3.5 270 5.9 -0.20 0.34 -0.71 1.78 
Nashville, TN (2003-2008) -1.2" 1.1 -2.4" 6.2" -300 -5.3 270 4.8 -0.24 0.22 -0.48 1.21 
New York. NY (2004-2009) -1.2" 1.4" -5.5" 2.3" -180 -0.2 210 0.3 -0.23 0.27 -1.13 0.45 
Minneapolis. MN (2003~2008) -1.1" O.S" -3.1" 1.8" -30 -0.8 20 0.5 -0.22 0.15 -0.63 0.35 
Boston, MA (2003-2008) -0.9 1.7" -3.2' 3.6" -20 -0.3 40 0.7 -0.19 0.35 -0.65 0.71 
Los Angeles. CA (2005-2009) -0.9" 1.8" -4.2" 3.4" -270 -0.7 550 1.4 -0.23 0.45 -1.06 0.85 
Detroit. MI (2005-2009) -0.7" I.Z" -3.0" 2.6" -60 -0.7 110 1.2 -0.18 0.30 -0.77 0.64 
Portland. OR (2005-2009) -0.6 1.5" -1.9 3.5" -SO -0.9 130 2.4 -0.15 0.38 -0.49 0.87 
Spokane, WA (2002-2007) -0.6 2.0" -2.5 5.S" -20 -1.0 60 3.0 -0.11 0.39 -0.50 1.14 
Chicago, IL (Z005-2009) -0.5" 0.0 -2.7" . 0.0 -70 -0.2 0 0.0 -0.13 0.00 -0.69 0.00 
Pittsburgh. PA (2004-2008) -0.3' 0.0 -0.8' 0.0 -10 -0.3 0 0.0 -0.08 0.00 -0.19 0.00 
Denver. CO (2005-2009) -0.3' 1.4" -3.1' 3.6" -30 -0.5 140 2.5 -0.08 0.35 -0.78 0.88 
Syracuse. NY (2003-2009) 1.0· -0.5 4.0' -1.0 10 0.7 -6 -0.4 0.17 -0.09 0.65 -0.17 

20 city average -1.5 1.3 -5.0 3.7 -3.0 2.1 -0.37 0.30 -1.29 0.82 
18 city average' -1.1 1.4 -3.8 3.9 -1.9 2.2 -0.27 0.31 -0.90 0.87 

• Percent tree and shrub cover (including shrub/scrub/chaparral cover in Albuquerque. NM). 
b Percent impervious surfaces (building. roads and other combined). 

Average annual change in hectares per year. 
d Average annual change in square meters per capita per year. 
e Average result not including New Orleans or Detroit as these cities were specifically selected due to expected losses from hurricane and emerald ash borer damage 

respectively . 
• Change significantly different from zero at alpha =0.90 . 


.. Change significantly different from zero at alpha =0.95. 


with average losses of -0.4 percent (SE =0.2 percent) for an average 
net change in impervious cover of +2.8 percent. 

Discussion 

While cities expend resources to plant millions of new trees, 
land development. storms. old age and other factors are reduc
ing the number of older. established trees in cities. Though current 
planting campaigns may increase tree cover now and in the future. 
recent trends indicate that tree cover is decreasing in many u.s. 
cities. Tree cover is decreasing at a rate ofabout 0.27 percent of the 
city land area per year. which is equivalent to about 0.9 percent of 
the existing tree cover being lost annually. 

The tree cover loss in the analyzed cities was higher than the 
average tree cover loss for urban land in the conterminous United 
States by a factor of about 6 (1.1 vs. 0.2 percent over the varying 
time frames). This difference is likely because these analyzed cities 
do not represent the entire urban area, The selected cities are rel
atively major cities with increased population densities and likely 
increased development pressures when compared with the aver
age urban landscape. which includes many smaller, less densely 
populated areas. These city boundaries, which are often in forested 
regions, can also include non-urban lands that may have a high 
likelihood for development and therefore loss of tree cover and 
increased impervious cover. The change effects in these cities 
are likely more representative of change in major cities than the 
national urban change estimates, 

Using the national tree cover loss estimate of 0.2 percent of 
urban land over about a 6yr period. which equates to about 1/30 
of a percent per year, a first order approximation of tree cover loss 

in urban areas of the conterminous United States is a loss rate of 
about 7900 ha of urban tree cover per year. Given an average tree 
density per unit of urban tree cover of approximately 508 trees/ha 
(average from Cumming et aI., 2007; Nowak et al., 2007, in press
a. in press-b: Nowak and Greenfield, 2008: unpublished data), this 
loss equates to an annual net loss of about 4.0 million trees per 
year in urban areas of the conterminous United States. This esti
mate of number of trees lost may be excessive as much of canopy 
loss may be due to loss of mature trees that would have a lower tree 
density per unit canopy than the average urban forest. but further 
research is needed to understand the composition and size class 
distribution of the canopy loss. Although tree planting and natu
ral regeneration are occurring in urban areas. net tree cover is on 
a general decline in urban areas of the United States. Tree canopy 
loss of mature trees, for whatever reason (storms. insects, devel
opment. old age), can create relatively large gaps in the canopy 
cover that will require new tree plantings or regeneration and time 
to fill. 

It is apparent that tree planting and natural regeneration are 
insufficient to offset the current losses of established urban tree 
canopies. However, without various tree planting efforts in cities, 
tree cover loss would be higher. Efforts to facilitate more natural 
regeneration in cities (e.g., limits on mowing) may also be needed 
to sustain tree cover. Natural regeneration may not work in allioca
tions (e.g., water limited areas) or produce desired tree species, but 
it can provide for relatively low cost tree/shrub establishment. Sim
ilarly, tree planting may not be appropriate in all cities (e,g .. water 
limited areas) due to the resource costs of maintaining vegetation 
(e.g.• water). Sustaining tree cover not only includes establishing 
new trees, but also limiting the loss of existing canopy. particularly 
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large trees that provide substantial amounts of canopy per tree. 
Sustaining tree health and protection of healthy tree canopies from 
human removal (e.g.,development) or natural mortaIityforces (e.g., 
insects and diseases) can also help sustain existing tree cover and 
associated environmental services. 

Though the current trend is a decline in canopy cover, not all 
cities are losing tree cover. One of the 20 cities analyzed (Syracuse, 
NY) had an absolute increase in canopy cover of one percent, or 
0.2 percent increase per year, with most of the tree cover increase 
occurring in grass/herbaceous areas. This increase in tree cover 
matches field data estimates of urban forest change in Syracuse 
(U.S. Forest Service, unpublished data) that shows that the number 
of trees (woody plants with stem diameter at 1.37 m greater than 
2.54 cm) are increasing. This increase is dominated by European 
buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica L), an invasive small tree/shrub 
from Europe. Thus, the cover increase in Syracuse is most likely 
due to natural regeneration in concert with limited development 
or activities that would tend to reduce regeneration. 

New Orleans, as expected, had a significant reduction in tree 
cover (-9.6 percent absolute reduction or -29.2 percent relative 
reduction), which is most likely due to the devastation of Hurri
cane Katrina in 2005 (e.g., Chapman et al.. 2008). In contrast, the 
loss in tree cover due to the emerald ash borer in Detroit was lower 
than expected. Since 2002, this beetle has killed more than 30 mil
lion ash trees in Southeastern Michigan (US Forest Service et ai., 
2011). However, the loss of tree cover in Detroit (-0.18 percent 
absolute annual reduction or -0.77 percent relative annual reduc
tion) was less than the average loss from the sampled cities (-0.27 
percent absolute annual reduction or -0.90 percent relative annual 
reduction). This difference could be due to ash trees not compris
ing a major component of overall tree cover in Detroit and/or new 
trees being established through tree planting programs or natural 
regeneration that help offset the loss of ash and other trees. 

Overall. most of the tree losses converted to grass/herbaceous 
cover (47 percent) or impervious cover (29 percent). while most of 
the gain of new tree cover also came from grass/herbaceous cover 
(68 percent) or impervious cover (17 percent). Some of the conver
sions from tree to impervious cover are due to development, but are 
also due to impervious cover being beneath trees. When trees are 
removed, the ground surface beneath the trees switches to the new 
cover class. Likewise, as trees cover ground surfaces, additional tree 
cover can tend to reduce impervious cover estimates when trees 
grow over the impervious surfaces. 

Of the overall average increase in impervious cover, about 29 
percent of that change was due to changes with loss of tree cover. 
That 29 percent of newly classified impervious cover is a combi
nation of new development and exposure of existing impervious 
cover beneath trees. However. at least 71 percent of the imper
vious cover increase was due to new development. Some cities 
(i.e., Chicago. Pittsburgh) exhibited no net change in impervious 
cover during the analysis period, but did exhibit increases and 
decreases in impervious cover that offset each other. Syracuse 
exhibited a decrease in impervious cover. which maybe. in part. due 
to the overall increase in tree cover. However, most of the changes 
in impervious cover in Syracuse occurred with grass/herbaceous 
cover. New Orleans also lost a substantial amount ofbuilding cover 
(2.1 percent absolute reduction). most likely due to damage from 
Hurricane Katrina (e.g., Kates et al.. 2006). 

A better understanding of how tree cover and tree populations 
are changing can aid managers in developing regeneration or 
canopy protection plans to sustain adequate tree cover through 
time and space. Photo-interpretation of paired digital images offers 
a relatively easy, quick and low-cost means to statistically assess 
changes among various cover types. To help in quantifying the 
cover types within an area, a free tool (i-Tree Canopy) is available 
(www.itreetools.org) that allows users to photo-interpret a city 

using Google images. This program automatically quantifies the 
percent cover and associated standard error for each cover class 
based on user interpretations. Cover data on a city can provide 
a baseline for developing management plans, setting tree cover 
goals, and for monitoring change through time. Future analyses 
on cover distribution or change by land use type or geographic 
region are needed to investigate patterns and causes of tree and 
impervious cover changes between and within cities. 

The paired digital image analysiS offers a relatively quick, easy 
and cost-effective means to assess cover change, but it does have 
some limitations. Though Google offers high-resolution imagery in 
many parts ofthe world, paired image analysis with Google images 
is limited by the varying dates among images and varying image 
resolution. In urban areas, many of the GoogJe images are of suffi
cient resolution for accurate photo-interpretation and images are 
continually updated. Obtaining local digital images with known 
and consistent dates across an area of analysis can overcome the 
problems associated with varying dates across a study area. Some
times paired city data also had different image resolution between 
years, but most images were 1 m or less. As image interpretation 
was paired, information from the higher resolution image could 
aid in interpreting the lower resolution image. Another limitation 
of the paired image approach is the ability of the interpreter to 
correctly classify sample points. Interpreter error can lead to inac
curate results, but proper training and testing can produce accurate 
results. Satellite cover maps also have inherent inaccuracies due to 
classification errors and can cost tens of thousands of dollars to pro
duce a cover map for a city. The paired photo-interpretation method 
offers a more cost effective means to assess change, but does not 
produce a detailed map of cover attributes or cover change across 
a city. 

The results of this study illustrate recent changes in tree and 
impervious cover in cities and urban areas that can be used to 
inform planners and policy makers. To determine whether simi
lar trends occurred in the 1990s or early 2000s, and whether these 
trends will continue in the future, more paired image analyses can 
be conducted using older paired imagery or by comparing future 
imagery with contemporary images. More paired iinage analyses 
can help better determine both spatial and temporal patterns and 
rates of landscape cover change. Photo-interpreted data on cover 
in urban areas and elsewhere can provide an accurate means of 
assessing cover types and changes in cover through time to help 
managers and planners make informed decisions on how to better 
improve local landscapes and the environment. 

Conclusion 

Tree cover provides a simple means to assess the magnitude of 
the overall urban forest and its environmental effects. Despite vari
ous and likely limited tree planting and protection campaigns, tree 
cover tends to be on the decline in U.S. cities while impervious cover 
is on the increase. While these individual campaigns are helping to 
increase or reduce the loss of urban tree cover, more widespread. 
comprehensive and integrated programs that focus on sustaining 
overall tree canopy may be needed to help reverse the trend of 
declining tree cover in cities. Net tree cover change is the result of 
the combined influences of tree planting and natural regeneration, 
tree growth and tree mortality. Developing coordinated healthy 
tree canopy programs across various land ownerships can help 
sustain desired tree cover levels and better manage cover change. 
Monitoring of tree cover changes is essential to determine current 
trends and whether desired canopy levels or program effects are 
being attained. Photo-interpretation of digital aerial images can 
provide a simple and timely means to assess urban tree cover and 
how it is changing. 

http:www.itreetools.org
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Summary of Selected Tree Laws in Other Jurisdictions 

Fairfax County, VA 
Chapter 122, Fairfax County Code 
Section 12, Fairfax County Public Facilities Manual 
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/dpwes/pub !icatio ns/pfm/chapter12 .pdf 

Overview i	Requires the conservation or planting of trees on development sites such that, 
after ten years, minimum tree canopy ranging from 10-30% (depending on 
zoning) exists on the site. 

Activities Covered All land development requiring the submission of a site plan, preliminary 
subdivision plat, subdivision construction plan, conservation plan, grading plan, 
or a rough grading plan. Does not apply to construction of additions to existing 
residential structures or reconstruction of residential structures on existing 
foundations. 

General Process Requires the submission of a Tree Conservation Plan when a land disturbance has 
potential to destroy or degrade on-site trees or trees located on adjacent 
property. 

Tree Conservation Plans "shall contain all proposed engineering and layout 
information needed to conduct a thorough review of proposed tree preservation, 
tree planting and landscaping requirements," including information on: 

• 	 the general composition and extent of existing vegetation 
• 	 calculations and a statement of compliance with or a proposed deviation 

from the Tree Preservation Target requirements (and if necessary a 
narrative containing all the information and documentation to justify a 
deviation) 

• 	 ten-year tree canopy calculations 

Example: The existing vegetation map shall accurately depict the location of 
the outer canopy edge of individual freestanding trees and forested areas at 
time of plan submission, and shall identify the percentage of the development 
site covered by tree canopy comprised of self-supporting tree and woody 
plants that exceed 5 feet in height at time of plan submission. The map shall 
provide a statement regarding the successional stage of the vegetation, a list 
of the primary tree species, and a statement regarding the general health and 
condition of the vegetation. 

Mitigation Subject to a variety of conditions, the tree canopy requirement may be met 
through the preservation or planting of trees on-site, or through off-site tree 
banking or through pro rata payment into the Tree Preservation and Planting 
Fund (currently $300 per 200 square feet of canopy required). 

Attachment: lO-year Tree Canopy Calculation Worksheet 

http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/dpwes/pub
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Washington, DC 
District of Columbia Register lEXSEE 50 DE REG 888, D.C. ACT 4-614 
http://ddot.de.gov /DC/DDOT /Serviees/Tree+Serviees/Tree+Perm its/U rba n+Forest+P reservation+Aet +of 
+2002 

: Overview IRequires fees or replacement of trees removed to mitigate for lost resources 

I Fees collected are used to plant trees on private and public property. 

IActivities Covered Removal of trees 18 inches in diameter or larger and "special" trees on private 
property, or street tree of any size; as well as willful destruction of living trees. 

General Process Requires an application for permit and payment of mitigation fees based on 
diameter of trees. Applicant provides documentation from a qualified expert or 
request s inspection by DDOT arborists. Inspection must be completed prior to 

I issuance of permit. 

Mitigation Fees to mitigate for lost resources are assessed. Fees collected are used to plant 
trees on private and public property. 

Mitigation options for trees 18" or larger and "special" trees removed from 
private property: 

• Plant a quantity of trees whose aggregated circumference equals or 
exceeds the circumference of the tree removed. For example, if a 20 inch 
diameter tree is removed, 10 trees of 2-inch caliper must be planted. 

• Pay $35 per inch of circumference 

• Any combination of both 

Mitigation fees when street trees removed: 

• For trees 2- to G-inches, pay $90 per inch diameter 

• For trees G.l- to 12-inches, pay $100 per inch diameter 

• For trees 12.1-inches and up, pay $110 per inch diameter 

Hazardous and non-native invasive species require a permit but are not subject 
to mitigation fees. 

i 

Attachments: District Department of Transportation Tree Permit Notice 
Special Tree Permit Fund Planting Map 

I 

http:http://ddot.de
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Tree Permits 
tops.ddotdc.gou IDDOT Pennits Office -1100 411 Street SW, 2nd floor 

Public "ipa(e Tree Pemit 
APublic Space Tree Permit is re quire d to plant ($0 permit fee), prune (S75 perm itfe e) orremove ($100 permit fee) any 
tree in the public right-of-way. Once permitted, the fee schedule to remove a healthy tree, measured at 4.5 feet above 
grade, is as follows: 

Toml "# of Inches Removed (:OrIllensation 
2-to-6 inch diamete r $90 per inch diameter 
6.1-to-12 inch diameter $100 per inch diam eter 
12.1 inch diameter and up $110 per inch diam eter 

~i)eri<lllree Removal Permit 
In orclerto protect the District's canow and its largest trees, individuals must receive ape rmit to remove arti tree in 
Washington, DCthat is large rthan 55 inehe s circumfere nce (m easured around the trunk at 4.5 fe et from the ground). 
Perm its are issue d under at least one of the following conditions: 

,. An Intemational Society of Arboriculture (ISA) arborist deems the tree is hazardousto life and /orproperty; 
>II The tree is of a specie s exemptfrom the lavv: Tree of heaven (Ailanthus altissim a), mulberry (Morusspecie s), or 

Norway maple (Ace r platanoides); 
,. 	 The property owne r de clare s on the permit application to (a) plant a quantity of saplings whose aggre gated 

circumference equals orexcee ds the circumfe rence of the Spe cial Tree to be rem oved, (b) pay into the Tree Fund 
a tree replacement fee of $35 pe rinch of circumference for each Special Tre e to be re moved, or (el pe rform a 
combination of both (a) and (b). 

Failure to compty will result in a violation subje ctto a fine of not less than $100 per each inch of tree circumference. 

f(J(' adjacent private pmpef'ty tree issues, contact the Multi-Door Dispute Resolution Division at DC S~erior ({)I....t 

http://ddot.dc.gov/OC/DDOT/Publication%20 Files/On%20Your%20St reet/U rban%20Forestry/U FA Laws 
-and-Permits.pdf 
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City of Chesapeake, VA 
CZO §19-600 
http://www.cityofchesapeake.net/Assets/documents/departments/planning/ord-Landscape
Ordinance adopted-0901608.pdf 
Chesapeake Landscape Specification Manual: 
http://vtod.frec.vt.edu/Documents/Chesapeake%20Ia ndscape specificatio ns manua I. pdf 

I
Overview The intent of the Landscape Ordinance is to provide minimum standards for the 
preservation, protection and enhancement of the ecologic and aesthetic 
environments of the City of Chesapeake. 

Activities Covered Any single-family or duplex residential construction requiring a building permit, 
any activity on a multifamily or nonresidential development requiring final or 
preliminary site plan, and major residential subdivision requiring a final 
subdivision plan. ! 

General Process Submissions and review require detailed information such as a site assessment; 
delineation of preservation areas; and details for preservation methods, planting 
locations, species, size and spacing of plants, and other treatments such as 
mulch, seed or sod. Approval by the City Arborist and field inspections are 
required. 

Requires the conservation or planting of trees on development sites to meet 
minimum tree canopy coverage ranging from 10-50% (depending on zoning). The 
area subject to a minimum percentage of canopy coverage does not include 
building footprints, sidewalks, patios, or driveways. 

Mitigation Canopy coverage requirements can be met through a combination of on-site 
conservation and on-site planting. Additional credit for protecting specimen trees 
and clusters of trees is provided. Planting requirements for lots larger than 
36,000 sq ft are capped at 18 trees. 

Attachments: Canopy Requirement Calculations 

@ 


http://vtod.frec.vt.edu/Documents/Chesapeake%20Ia
http://www.cityofchesapeake.net/Assets/documents/departments/planning/ord-Landscape
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Non-CBPA Site Residential Tree Canopy Landscape Plan (CZO 19-01.A.2) 

lot Size _____~'-. X 20% =______sf Canopy Required 

Note: Canopy credit is 400 sf per Large Canopy Tree (LeT), 200 sf per Snlall Canopy Tree (SeT). 

Canopy Provided (Number of LeT or SCT Xsf Credit) '= ___________ sf 

Note: A maximum of 18 LeTon!y for lots 36,000 square feet or larger. Total Canopy provided must meet or exceed 

canopy required. All trees must be a minimum 6' fall at planting, planted in accordance with CZO 19-600. 

CBPA Site Residential Tree Canopy Plan (50% for RPAJ 20% for RMA) (CZO 19-601.A.2) 

Lot Size ______- )( (51)&1'6 for RPA, 21)&A for RMA =______c-. Canopy Required 

Note: Canopy credit is 400 sf per large Canopy Tree (LeT), ZOO sf per Small Canopy Tree (SeT). 

Canopy Provided (Number of LCT or SCT X sf Credit) ____ sf 

Total Canopy provided must meet or exceed canopy required, All trees must be a minimllm6' taU at planting, 

planted in accordance with GO 19-600, 

http:Uwww.cityofchesapeake.net!Assets!documents!departments!development permits!SFR
landsca pe-Pla n-for-Tree-Canopy-Reguirement-2009.pdf 

152. 


http:Uwww.cityofchesapeake.net!Assets!documents!departments!development
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Portland, OR (and portions of Multnomah County) 
Title 11, Trees; Amendments to Other City Titles; Multnomah County IGA 2nd Amendment 
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/350786 
Citywide Tree Policy and Regulatory Improvement Project FAQs 
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/articie/353328 

Overview Portland adopted the Citywide Tree Project ordinance in April 2011. Included in 
the ordinance is a phased implementation strategy that defers the effective date 
of many of the adopted rules, including the new Title 11, Trees, until July 2013. 
The new ordinance standardizes tree laws in the city. 

Activities Covered For activities with no associated development (general removal of trees): 
• 	 City and street trees 3 or more inches in diameter 
• 	 Trees 12 or more inches in diameter on private lots (or 6 inches or 

greater in overlay zones and plan districts) 

For development activity: building permits, zoning permits, site development 
permits, public works permits and capital improvement projects. 

General Process For non-development activity on private property, a Type A or Type B permit may 
be required. Type A permits include pruning in certain overlay zones, as well as 
requests to remove dead, dangerous, or dying trees, requests for removals of 
nuisance species trees, trees located within 10' of a building, or 4 or fewer trees 
that are each smaller than 20" diameter. On developed single dwelling 
properties that cannot be further divided, a Type A permit is only required to 
remove trees at least 20 inches in diameter. Type B permits are required for the 
removal of trees at least 20 inches in diameter, or removal of more than four 
trees at least 12 inches in diameter. 

For development activity, required tree plans must include information on: 

• 	 existing improvements 
• 	 proposed alterations including structures, impervious area, grading, and 

utilities 
• 	 existing trees, proposed tree activity including trees to be retained and 

proposed tree protection measures, trees to be removed, and trees to 
be planted 

Minimum projected canopy coverage of 10-40% (depending on zoning) is 
required, which may be met through tree preservation, tree planting, or 
payment into the Tree Planting and Preservation Fund. 

Mitigation Type A permits - tree-for-tree replacement for trees that are removed. 
Type B permits up to inch for inch replacement; determined on case-by-case 
basis by City Forester 

•Development activity -	 required tree protection, tree planting, or payment of fee 
in-lieu (expected to be about $600 per tree). 

I 

Attachments: Summary of Type A and Type B Permits 
Example of Applying On-Site Density Requirements 

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/articie/353328
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/350786
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No 
~movat:

pel'mit 
Trees sJIJ.1.Uer than the size u: gula!:ed by this

re-quired dtaptet (see 11.40,020 B) 
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non-nui.ance ll'et': ;::: 20" diameter pel: lot per year in allY re;;idential zone 

http:Uwww,portlandoregon.gov/bps/articie/350786 

. . . 

Applying On-site Tree Density .and Street Trcc I'cquirements 

FrOOl1bepre1.'ioo.'i example, two trees were 
presen'ed to llIeet preservatfun feqllimnents. 

srn: IRII DL"iSIIY CAI.ClJLAnON EX.UIPLE 
Development Type: 'Multi-d\\"e'1ling r~dential 
Total site siZe: 12.000 sJ: 

ReqI:!iJed Tree Area (appligmfs choice) 
Option A: Subtract OOllwng coverage: 8,000 sJ. 
R.eqnire!l81m:ge 16 medium. "Tn.smaIl c3ooro' lTees 
Oprien B: 2()% (Ifwe: 2,400 Sot 
RegUtre& 3 large 5medl!.lm. oc 11 sma11c~QRY trees, 

Credit preserving the 12 incll diameter tree 
(coontsas 2 medium. ttw» ~lUd Ole 6 inch 
diameter tree {cmmts <IS 1 medium tree}. 

Two ::tddition..1.i medium C'lnopy trees are phnted 
to meet tree density', 

Street Tr-ees, generally ~,,"cedaI25' GIl cenlel:; 
are required unless planting space is unavailable. 

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article!350786 

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article!350786
http:Uwww,portlandoregon.gov/bps/articie/350786
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Miami-Dade County, FL 
http:((www.miamidade.gov/development/permits/tree-removal.asp#5 

Overview Requires a permit to remove or move some trees. Standards are set for pruning. 

Activities Covered Privately-owned trees that are part of natural forest communities; some trees on 
lots larger than 1 acre; most specimen trees, or trees larger than 18 inches in 
diameter, wherever they stand; and street trees. Exemptions include individual 
trees on single-family lots including for construction; nurseries; and hazardous 
trees; as well as effective destruction of living trees. Fruit trees and mangroves 
are regulated separately. 

General Process Application for permit is followed by inspection by City/County Arborist. Follow 
up inspections occur when trees are moved. Mitigation fees are charged for each 
tree along with administrative fees for the permits and inspections. 

Mitigation A fee is charged for each tree removed. The fees are capped a $660 for an acre 
of canopy removed. Invasive species require a permit but are not subject to 
mitigation fees. 

Attachment: Tree Removal/Relocation Permit Fee Schedule 

http:((www.miamidade.gov/development/permits/tree-removal.asp#5
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TREE REMOVAURE.LOCA TlON PERMIT FEE SCHEDULE 

http://www.miamidade.gov/developmentllibrary/fees/tree-permits.pdf 

! 

Zoning or Property 
Bllore Inspection (insp.) 

(must be subll'itted IMth the tree 
rermval!reloclItion appllclltion (appl.)) 

Nter Inspection (Insp.) 
i(must be paid before PERA slgnslelCecutes the tree 

removallreloclltion permit) 

Single-F amily/Residential $63 appJ. + $35 inliallnsp, =$99 $35 fmal insp, + $12 per tree up 10 max, of $320 

M lilli-Family $80 appl + $35 initial insp. $115 $35 final inap, • $12 per tree up to ma~, of $3951(ac re)(canopy) 

Business $105 appJ. + $35 In~lal insp, =$140 $35 finallnsp + $12 per Ires up to max, of $395I(acre)(eanopy) 

Commerclat $105 appJ. + $35 in~iallnsp, =$140 $35 finallnsp, + $12 per tree up 10 max, of $6eOI(ae re)(canopy) 

Agrlcultural $55 appJ. + $35 in~iallnsp, =$90 $35 final insp, + $6 per tree up to max, Of$2651(acre)(canopy) 

Rlght-of-WayISwale $28 appJ. + $35 intlal insp =$63 $35 final insp, + $6 per tree up to max, of$265!(acre)(canopy) 

Inspection fees lisled above are based on applicatlonslo remove and/or relocate and assess 20 trees or less, For projects with more 
than 20 trees, the Inspection fees are adJusied as follows: 

21 - 100 treesto be inspected: $65 
101 200 trees to be Inspected: $135 
More than 200 trees to be inspected: $265 

For all new appllc allon subm~tals, the appication and the iniual inspection fee are required for processing, 

For After-tha-Fact (ATF) tree remova~relocation permits, the application and the per tree(s) fee are doubled (x 2), The fees Iisled 
above are based on voluntary (not ATF) applicalions, 

For reloe alion anI\>' permits, there is no per tree(s) fee charged, only the application and inspection fees, 

In order to renew/extend a permtt you will be required to pay the original application fee amount prior to the expiration Of the current 
permit 

Please be advised tllllt the application and the initial inspection fee lI"e required upon pennit applicction submission and are 
non-rllundable If cll"lcelled,-lMthdrawn or denied. 

http://www.miamidade.gov/developmentllibrary/fees/tree-permits.pdf
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Athens-Clarke County, GA 
Chapter 8-7, Athens-Clarke County Code of Ordinances 
http://library.municode.com!HTML!12400!leveI3!PTIIICOORTIT8PLCH8-7COTRMA.html 
Section 12, Fairfax County Public Facilities Manual 
http:Uwww.fairfaxcounty.gov!dpwes!publications!pfm!chapter12.pdf 

1 Overview Athens-Clarke County tree laws are intended to "regulate the quantity, quality, 
and distribution of trees within Athens-Clarke County ...through the establishment 
of minimum requirements for conserved and planted tree canopy, to regulate 
the quality of trees through adoption of technical standards for species selection, 
tree planting, tree maintenance, and tree protection, and to regulate the 
distribution of trees so that their function is maximized." 

Activities Covered New developments and existing developments under Sections 9-25-2 or 9-26-2 of 
the Athens-Clarke County Code (generally residential subdivisions, multi-family 
developments, and non-residential development), and developments for which a 
land development!land disturbance activity permit is required (disturbance of 
more than one acre). 

General Process Tree management plans are required prior to the issuance of a site review 
permit, the issuance of a land development/land disturbance activity permit, or 
the issuance of a building permit for lots that appear on a preliminary plat. The 
tree management must include the amount, location, and type of tree canopy 
cover currently existing on the site or lot, and that which is to be conserved and 
planted on the site, and the percent to be included on each individual lot within a 
subdivision. 

Minimum projected canopy coverage of 0-60% (depending on zoning) is required, 
which may be met through tree preservation, tree planting, or payment into the 
Tree Planting and Preservation Fund. On lots greater than 12,500 Square feet, a 
minimum percentage of existing tree canopy must be preserved unless an 
administrative waiver is granted. 

Mitigation Protection of existing canopy and planting of new trees to meet canopy coverage 
requirements. Variances can be granted via a hearing before the Athens-Clarke 
County Hearings Board. 

Attachment: Tree Removal Review Process Flowchart 

http:Uwww.fairfaxcounty.gov!dpwes!publications!pfm!chapter12.pdf
http://library.municode.com!HTML!12400!leveI3!PTIIICOORTIT8PLCH8-7COTRMA.html
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http://athensclarkecounty.com!DocumentCenter!Home/View!3107 

http://athensclarkecounty.com!DocumentCenter!Home/View!3107


Bill 35-12, Tree Canopy Conservation 

General Outline of Proposed Tree Protection and Planting Credit Programs 


March 28, 2013 

(a) 	 A credit may be given against the square footage of the tree canopy within the limits of 
disturbance (LOD) for qualifying tree protection and tree planting that occurs on site subject to 
the conditions below. 

(b) 	 All plans submitted to document qualifying tree protection and tree planting must be prepared by 
a qualified professional as defined in the proposed bill. 

(c) 	 Tree protection and tree planting plans must be submitted along with the information required to 
document the limits of tree canopy disturbance under proposed section 55-7(c). 

Tree Protection Measures 

(d) 	 One square foot of credit shall be provided for each square foot of canopy within the LOD of a tree 
that is properly protected. Proper protection of a tree may include protection of the CRZ beyond 
the canopy. 

(e) 	 Credits may be given for up to 100 percent of the area of tree canopy within the limits of 
disturbance. 

(f) 	 Approved tree protection measures shall be consistent with the most current industry standard 
such as the ANSI A300 standards. 

(g) 	 Approved tree protection measures must be installed and maintained in accordance with 
sequence of construction on the approved sediment control plan. 

(h) 	 Inspections for compliance must be specified in the plan and completed by a qualified professional 
at critical times during construction. 

(i) 	 The applicant must submit a tree protection plan which includes: 

(1) A map delineating: 
(A) the location of the stem of each tree to be protected 
(B) the aerial extent of the canopy of each tree to be protected 
(C) the diameter (dbh) of each tree to be protected 
(D) the critical root zone of each tree to be protected 

(2) A table summarizing the following for each tree to be protected: 
(A) the area of canopy within the LOD 
(B) the percentage of the CRZ not protected 
(C) the diameter (dbh) of each tree to be protected 
(D) the tree protection measure(s) planned for each tree 

(3) Plan details showing the tree protection measures for each tree to be protected. 



(4) A table showing the sequence of events for installing, maintaining, and inspecting the 
tree protection measures for the entire period of time the sediment control permit is 
valid. 

(j) 	 Any tree with more than 30 percent of the entire CRZ not protected cannot be counted as a 
protected tree. 

(k) 	 The area counted for credit for any protected tree does not include any overlapping canopy from 
unprotected or removed trees. 

Tree Planting 

(I) 	 Credit shall be provided for trees planted on-site subject to the conditions below. 

(m) 	 Credits may be given for up to 25 percent of the area of tree canopy within the limits of 
disturbance. 

(n) 	 Trees must be installed while the sediment control permit is valid. 

(0) 	 Planting shall be consistent with the most current ANSI A300 and ANSI Z60 standards. 

(p) 	 Only approved species and sizes of planting stock shall be used. 

(q) 	 Species of trees planted will be grouped into three size categories (small, medium, and large) 
consistent with current research and existing regulations. The amount of credit provided for a 
tree in each size category will be based on the expected size of the crown at a specified time (e.g. 
20 years). 

A minimum amount of open soil surface area, free from impervious cover or other obstructions, 
must be provided for each tree receiving credit to provide a reasonable expectation that the tree 
canopy will reach the anticipated size. The minimum amount of open soil surface area needed will 
be determined for three size categories of trees (small, medium, and large). 
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(r) 	 The applicant must submit a tree planting plan which identifies the tree(s) planted for which credit 

is being sought. The tree planting plan must include: 

(1) A map delineating: 
(A) 	 the location of the stem of each tree to be pia nted 
(B) 	 the area of open soil surface needed for each tree to be planted 
(C) 	 the location of any building, structure, or impervious surface existing on the 

post-development lot 
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(2) A table showing: 
(A) 	 the species of each tree to be planted 
(B) 	 the size of each tree to be planted 
(C) 	 the area of open soil surface around the tree unobstructed by any building, 

structure, or impervious surface existing on the post-development lot 
(0) 	 the assumed square footage credit for each tree to be planted 
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